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This dissertation focuses on the development of algorithms for analyz-
ing and modeling of the signals from optical spectroscopy. This dissertation is
motivated by the detection of oral cancer, but some of the methods developed
can be generalized to epithelial cancers of other sites.
Two main topics are covered in this dissertation: Analysis and Mod-
eling. For analysis, the focus is on developing algorithms to make diagnostic
predictions. The analysis methods are empirically tested using an oral cancer
dataset. Statistical analyses show that polarized reflectance spectroscopy has
the potential to aid screening and diagnosis of oral cancer. Also, a novel adap-
tive windowing technique is developed to extract spectral features with fewer
windows that retain the diagnostic information. For modeling, a Monte Carlo
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Optical approaches have been studied for the detection and diagnosis
of epithelial cancer. Due to the biochemical and structural changes that occur
in cancerous cells, malignant, benign, and normal tissues have different optical
properties.
In this dissertation, the two main focuses are the analysis and modeling
of polarized reflectance spectroscopy. This chapter reviews the background of
applying computation technology to optical spectroscopy for cancer detection
and diagnosis. This chapter is an updated version of my publication “AI in
Clinical Decision Support: Applications in Optical Spectroscopy for Cancer
Detection and Diagnosis” in Advanced Computational Intelligence Paradigms
in Healthcare (Editors: M. Sordo, et al.), 2008 [2].
1.1 Optical spectroscopy in cancer detection
Cancer is the second leading cause of death in the United States, ex-
ceeded only by heart disease [3]. Early detection and treatment of cancer is
essential to improve the survival rate. Among diagnostic modalities, optical
methods stand out since they employ non-ionizing radiation, are non-invasive,
1
and the equipment is moderate in cost.
Optical instrumentation provides information at biochemical, struc-
tural, and physiological levels for clinical decision making. Over the past few
years, the term “optical biopsy” has been widely used in biomedical optics.
“Optical biopsy” is commonly used to describe the idea that a non-invasive
optical device could augment biopsy, the removal of tissue for analysis. Al-
ternatively, an optical exam could be used as a screening step to reduce the
number of benign biopsies. In other words, optical biopsy would be performed
first and only those sites that are positive for disease according to the optical
method would be subjected to biopsy.
A review of research on the interaction of light with tissue for disease
detection and diagnosis was presented by Richards-Kortum and Sevick-Muraca
[4]. As early as 1965, studies revealed the potential to use quantitative flu-
orescence spectroscopy for discriminating normal and malignant tissues [5].
In the past few decades, rapid developments of small light sources, detectors,
and fiber optic probes have provided opportunities to quantitatively measure
light-tissue interactions. Progress using fluorescence, reflectance, and Raman
spectroscopy for cancer detection was reviewed in several recent articles [1, 6–
20]. Whereas previous reviews have emphasized the underlying biophysical
processes and the design of instrumentation to measure them, this chapter
is focused on approaches to analyzing optical spectra in support of clinical
decision making.
2
What is optical spectroscopy?
A typical optical fiber based spectroscopic experiment is shown in Fig-
ure 1.1. Conceptually it is very simple: an optical fiber delivers light to the
tissue region of interest and a second optical fiber collects the remitted pho-
tons. The tissue can be illuminated with a single wavelength or a range of
wavelengths, such as broad-band visible light. Photons interact with tissue
through scattering or absorption. In the visible wavelength range, elastic scat-
tering is often the dominant form of optical-tissue interaction used for cancer
detection [21]. Figure 1.2 shows an example of a diagnostic system set-up. The
light generated by the excitation source is coupled into a fiber-optic probe for
delivery to the tissue. The collected photons are spectrally dispersed by a
spectrometer and the spectrum, which is a plot of intensity as a function of
wavelength, is measured by a camera or other light detector. The information
is read out and analyzed using the computer and interface electronics.
Since cancer cells and normal cells have different morphologies, their
optical properties are similarly different (Figure 1.3). Changes in architec-
tural and morphological features as a result of cancer progression, including
increased nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio, hyperchromasia, and pleomorphism, af-
fect the nature of the scattering events when light interacts with the tissue.
Therefore, these changes complicate the interpretation of spectra as they re-
late to tissue disease status. For example, cancer cells are well documented to
have increased nuclear size, and decreased cell differentiation [22] due to the
3
Figure 1.1: Optical geometry of the fiber-optic probe. The light is delivered
into the tissue from an optical fiber probe and interacts with tissue. The
remitted light is then collected by another optical fiber for analysis. This
figure is reproduced with permission from [1] ( c©2007 SPIE)
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Figure 1.2: A diagram of a diagnostic system setup. The excitation light source
generates photons to impinge on tissue with an optical fiber probe, and the
light that leaves the tissue is collected by another fiber and is spectrally dis-
persed by a spectrometer. The computer and interface electronics control the
light source and the spectrometer. This figure is reproduced with permission
from [1] ( c©2007 SPIE)
5
abnormal duplication of cancerous cells. Larger nuclei result in more backward
scattering events, which leads to the collection of more light at the optical fiber
[23]. Therefore, the light intensities can be used, to some extent, as features
for diagnostic decisions.
The spectral distribution may also be altered by the concentration of
hemoglobin. Initially, non-necrotic cancerous tissues contain a higher con-
centration of hemoglobin due to the increased consumption of more nutrients
than normal cells. In Figure 1.4, the extinction coefficients of oxy-hemoglobin
and deoxy-hemoglobin are shown. The extinction coefficient is an important
optical property as it determines how much light can be absorbed. Clearly, tis-
sues containing different oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin concentrations will have
different spectra.
1.2 AI methods used for spectral classification
Artificial intelligence (AI) is a key technology for developing clinical
decision support systems. AI uses computational techniques to achieve goals
that require intelligence. AI methods are used to extract features and to select
the features that are most indicative of cancer status in order to classify spec-
tral patterns. In the following sections, we review the general steps taken to
develop a clinical decision support system in the context of analyzing optical
spectroscopy data. First, preprocessing techniques are applied to the optical
spectra to reduce the influences of noise and artifacts and to normalize the
spectra of different samples. Second, features are extracted from the spectra
6






















Figure 1.3: Example diffuse reflectance spectra for normal and malignant sites
in oral tissue. The solid curve indicates cancerous oral tissue, while the dash-
dotted curve indicates precancerous tissue, and the dashed curve represents
normal tissue.
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Figure 1.4: Absorption extinction coefficient of oxy-hemoglobin (dashed curve)
and deoxy-hemoglobin (solid curve). The absorption extinction coefficient de-
termines how much light can be absorbed by the object. These two spec-
tra indicate that oxy-hemoglobin absorbs more light at 580 nm and deoxy-
hemoglobin absorbs more at 560 nm.
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to summarize the key information content. Then, feature selection is per-
formed to reduce the number of redundant and irrelevant features. After that,
classifiers are trained to distinguish between different histopathology groups.
The choice of evaluation metric and testing paradigm is critical to accurately
evaluate the performance of a clinical decision support system.
1.2.1 Preprocessing
Preprocessing techniques are needed since real-world data are often
noisy, missing, or inconsistent [24]. Biomedical signals are especially notori-
ous in this regard. Hence, it is desirable to have preprocessing techniques to
improve the quality of data and the efficiency of data analysis. There are two
broad types of preprocessing techniques. Data cleaning refers to the removal
of noise and imputation of missing data. Data normalization transforms the
data such that they are standardized. Data normalization may significantly
improve the accuracy and efficiency of data analysis [24].
There are several factors that influence optical spectra. Some of these
factors are critical for making clinical decisions, such as the structure of the
cells and the hemoglobin concentrations, while other factors are not related to
disease status. For example, fluctuation of the light source and light detector
errors both cause slight changes to the measured optical spectra.
Normalization is a preprocessing step that standardizes the spectral
data and enhances spectral features that distinguish between different histo-
pathologies. The simplest approach assumes that the error is uniform in each
9
measurement. In other words, it assumes the same intensity of error at all
wavelengths. In this case, the most common normalization method is to di-
vide the spectrum by the baseline intensity of a specific wavelength. The
choice of baseline wavelength is often at the extreme ends of a spectrum -
either at a short or long wavelength [25], i.e., wavelengths that are outside of
the range that usually interact with tissue. Another strategy is to normalize
each spectrum by its highest intensity [26]. Normalizing by the peak intensity
standardizes the spectra and makes the highest point the same in every spec-
trum. Unlike normalizing by an extreme wavelength, this method does not
make any assumptions of the wavelength ranges that usually interact with tis-
sue. Instead, it chooses the peak intensity to be where the most scattering or
absorbing events occur. In a similar manner, one can normalize each spectrum
by its lowest intensity, the wavelength at which the least scattering or absorb-
ing events occur. Other researchers have normalized the spectra such that each
spectrum has the same area under the plot [26]. Since the area under a spec-
trum can be viewed as the total energy received by the light collecting probe,
this method assumes that the total energy received remains constant and uses
this property to reduce the variability between different measurements [26].
Normalization is also key for effective visualization of spectra by clini-
cians. Noise and artifacts in the spectra may influence the ability of humans to
make clinical decisions. Therefore, it is desirable to visually enhance the spec-
tral signatures. Normalization methods used to enhance visualization include
smoothing and sharpening of optical spectra and spectral enhancing near a
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specific wavelength. This is an interesting topic for future work since there
are few previous studies addressing normalization for visualization purposes.
Moreover, although the normalization goals are different between visualiza-
tion by humans and analysis by computers, the normalization methods may
sometimes be the same.
Other preprocessing methods are used to reduce the noise due to instru-
mentation, patient, or equipment operator influences. To eliminate the effect
that is specific to the patient, a spectrum may be normalized by the spectrum
recorded from the contralateral position in the same patient, for example, the
breast on the opposite side of the patient [26]. However, a contralateral po-
sition measurement is not always available for asymmetric organs or organs
that have disease throughout.
Instrumentation effects are composed of various spectral responses from
different optical components. To reduce the impact of these interferences,
different noise models have been developed [27, 28]. Fawzy et al. [27] designed
an experiment that measured the true tissue response and the signal reflected
from a standard disc for reference. Two linear models were developed to
account for the instrument’s spectral response.
Im1(λ) = a1I(λ) + b1I(λ)Rtm(λ) (1.1)
where I(λ) is the instrument’s spectral response and Rtm(λ) is the true tissue
diffuse reflectance to be derived. a1 and b1 are the weights of the instrumen-
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tation spectral response and that of the true tissue reflected response, respec-
tively. The signal measured from tissue Im1(λ) is divided by the reflectance
signal measured from a reflectance standard disc to account for instrument
spectral response. The reflectance signal measured from the standard disc is
Im2(λ) = a2I(λ) + b2I(λ)Rs (1.2)
where I(λ) is the instrument’s spectral response, and Rs is the reflectivity
of the standard disc, which is approximately constant across the whole visi-
ble wavelength range, and a2 and b2 are the weights of the instrumentation
spectral response and the spectral response reflected from the standard disc,
respectively.




= a0 + b0Rtm(λ) (1.3)
where Rm(λ) is the apparent reflectance spectra measured, Rtm(λ) is the true
tissue diffuse reflectance to be derived, and a0 and b0 are the additive offset and
multiplicative factor, respectively, which depend on the measurement condi-
tions during each in vivo measurement. In Eq. 1.3, a0 and b0 can be measured
by controlled calibration experiments, allowing the true diffuse reflectance,
Rtm, to be determined. A study conducted by Maŕın et al. pointed out the
importance of establishing calibration standards in fluorescence spectroscopy
[29]. A consensus calibration standard enables meaningful comparison of data
from multiple devices and unambiguous interpretations of experiments.
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In the study of Fawzy et al., the weights a0 and b0 in their noise model
can be measured. In some other studies, the weights in the noise models are
adjusted such that the effect of instrumentation noise is minimized. To achieve
this goal, it is necessary to define a merit function that quantifies the effect
of instrumentation noise. Ntziachristos et al. (2002) defined a merit function
that was a summation of the tumor absorption coefficients and the absorption
coefficients of background noise [28]. In other words, the merit function was the
difference between the noise estimated by the model and the measured signals.
This merit function was minimized by a χ2 minimization technique. Since the
noise components vary by different instruments, operators, and locations of
the instrument [29], different noise models are needed for different situations.
There exists no single noise model that fits all the cases.
1.2.2 Feature Extraction
Spectral feature extraction and selection are critical in designing clinical
decision support systems. There are four major categories of feature extraction
methods in spectral signal processing: principal component analysis (PCA),
model-based feature extraction, spectral feature extraction, and hybrid fea-
ture extraction [2]. Quantitative features are extracted from optical spectra
to describe different spectral patterns, while feature selection aids in the iden-
tification of those optically derived features that are diagnostically relevant
and the elimination of redundant features that are strongly related to selected
features.
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1.2.2.1 Principal component analysis (PCA)
PCA is commonly used for feature extraction and reducing the dimen-
sionality of data [1, 16, 25, 30–33]. PCA is a linear transformation of the data
to a new coordinate system such that the data projection on the first prin-
cipal component has the greatest variance. One can use PCA to reduce the
dimensionality of the data by keeping the lower-order principal components
and ignoring the higher-order ones. However, PCA transforms the original
features into new features without direct physical or biological interpretation.
Thus, PCA is not ideal for use in designing a clinical decision support system,
in which it is desirable to make decisions based on features that can easily
be directly related to the biophysics of the disease process. That being said,
several studies have demonstrated the potential of PCA in analyzing optical
spectra. Bard et al. applied PCA on reflectance spectra of neoplastic lesions
of the bronchial tree [25]. In their study, they retained the first 10 principal
components which captured 99.99% of the total variation of data. Several
other studies also retained a pre-determined number of principal components
[1, 16, 31, 32]. Other studies specified the percentage of the total variances.
Mirabal et al. retained the principal components that account for 65%, 75%,
85%, and 95% of the total variance as their features [30]. Setting the number
of PCs up front has the advantage of fixing the number of inputs to the clas-
sifiers being considered. However, the second strategy of selecting the number
of PCs that account for a specified percentage of variance controls the amount
of information contained in the features.
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1.2.2.2 Spectral Features
In non-model based feature extraction, calculations are made based
on the statistical properties of the spectrum. In optical spectroscopy, the
spectral intensities themselves are informative since the intensities are related
to how many photons are scattered or absorbed. The means of the spectra are
commonly used to summarize the amount of light scattered from the tissue
[1]. Furthermore, it is possible to divide each spectrum into several spectral
bands and calculate the average spectral intensity of each band as a feature
[1]. In addition to the first moment of the spectrum, higher order moments,
such as the standard deviation, can also be used as features.
Mourant et al. (1995) conducted a study on spectroscopic diagnosis
of bladder cancer with elastic light scattering [34]. They discovered that the
spectral slopes over the wavelength range 330 − 370 nm have positive values
for nonmalignant tissues, and negative values for malignant ones. Bigio et al.
also used spectral features from a spectral range (330− 590 nm) divided into
21 wavelength bands of 20 nm width. Both the average intensities and the
slopes of each interval were calculated as spectral features [1].
In feature extraction, one must understand the biophysical properties
that underlie optical phenomena. Also, it is well accepted that some wave-
lengths may be more discriminatory than others. This is because light of
different wavelengths behaves differently when interacting with tissues. As
the physical interpretation of light-tissue interactions is difficult, feature ex-
traction may help us understand the underlying physics. The advantage of
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feature extraction is to explicitly encode spectral information in a biophysi-
cally meaningful manner.
1.2.2.3 Model-based Features
Model-based features are extracted by building quantitative models
of the tissue and inversely calculating the parameters in the model. These
parameters contain important tissue information which may be indicative of
the cancer status. For example, the sizes of scatterers in the tissue are typ-
ically larger in cancerous tissues; thus, the sizes of scatterers can be used as
a feature indicative of cancer status. In these quantitative models, absorp-
tion coefficients and scattering coefficients are commonly inversely-determined
from optical spectra. However, several other parameters such as tissue blood
volume fractions or hemoglobin concentration can also be obtained from these
models [16].
Obtaining parameters from quantitative models requires prior knowl-
edge of the tissue and the light used in the system. That is, one must select
the model that best approximates the properties of the tissue and the light.
For example, the diffusion equation is valid for cases with low to moderate
tissue absorption relative to scattering. A rule of thumb is that if
µa << 3(1− g)µs (1.4)
then diffusion equation should be appropriate, where µa is the absorption
coefficient [1/m], µs is the scattering coefficient [1/m], and g is the anisotropy
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factor. Therefore, the diffusion equation is suitable for red light and near-
infrared light systems where scattering dominates the light-tissue interaction
[35].
Four models are commonly used to numerically and analytically extract
the absorption coefficients from diffuse reflectance spectroscopy - radiative
transfer theory (RTT), Monte Carlo (MC) modeling, empirical methods, and
Mie theory. While the first three methods view light as a flow of photons
traveling through a medium, the last method treats light as an electromagnetic
wave. These modeling techniques are described below.
Radiative transfer theory (RTT) has been developed largely without
reference to electromagnetic theory [41, 116]. It is based on the transfer of
energy through a turbid medium. RTT has a stationary form of
ŝ · ∇I(~r, ŝ) + µt(~r)I(~r, ŝ) = µs(~r)
∫
4
πp(ŝ, ŝ′)I(~r, ŝ′)d~ω′ + S(~r, ŝ) (1.5)
where I(~r, ŝ) is the radiance [W/(m2 · sr)] along the ŝ direction per unit solid
angle and per unit area at location ~r, µt is the total extinction coefficient
[1/m], µs is the scattering coefficient [1/m], p is the scattering phase function
[1/sr], and S is the source term that corresponds to the power generated at
~r in the ŝ direction [W/(m3 · sr)]. As there is no general solution available to
this equation, an analytical approximation is used to model diffuse scattering.
A common analytical approximation of RTT is called the diffusion equation.
Monte Carlo modeling provides a flexible approach to studying light
propagation in biological tissues [36]. This method views light as particles and
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traces three-dimensional random walks of photons in a medium. The two key
parameters in Monte Carlo modeling are the scattering angle and the mean
free path for a photon-tissue interaction. The mean free path is determined
by the probability that a photon is scattered or absorbed after a given step
size. This probability is determined by local optical properties: µs, the scat-
tering coefficient, and µa, the absorption coefficient. Similarly, the scattering
angle is determined by the anisotropy factor g. Monte Carlo modeling gen-
erates uniformly distributed random numbers and transforms them to follow
the distributions of the mean free paths and scattering coefficients. These
random attributes are then used to simulate and record the paths of photons.
When modeling stratified tissues, multi-layer models are often needed. Each
layer is described by its thickness, refractive index n, absorption coefficient µa,
scattering coefficient µs, and anisotropy factor g [37, 38]. Internal reflection or
refraction at the medium boundaries can also be simulated.
Another approach to inverse modeling is to use an empirical method.
Empirical methods do not make explicit assumptions about the interaction of
light and tissue. Instead, the idea is to use a classifier to “learn” the light-
tissue interaction from experimental data. For example, Pfefer et al. [39]
developed an empirical method for the extraction of absorption and scattering
coefficients from diffuse reflectance spectra. They trained a neural network
with phantoms and then used the network to extract optical parameters from
another set of phantoms.
Mie theory is a complete analytical solution of Maxwell’s equations for
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the scattering of electromagnetic radiation by spherical particles [40–42]. It
assumes a homogeneous, isotropic, and optically linear material irradiated by
an infinitely extending plane wave. Mie theory assumes that the scatterers
are spheres of arbitrary size and have a homogeneous index of refraction. Mie
theory is often combined with the other three models for calculating the size
of scatterers after obtaining the absorption and scattering coefficients of the
tissue [19].
The choice of model depends on the system studied, although it is
not uncommon for multiple quantitative models to be employed to elucidate
the biophysics of the optical-tissue interaction. The main drawback of all
these models, however, is that they either require a priori knowledge of op-
tical parameters or they require simplifying assumptions, such as sphericity
of scatterers, which may not be physically realistic. Despite their assump-
tions, these quantitative models provide valuable insight into the alterations
of optical spectra with changing tissue state.
1.2.2.4 Hybrid features
The current trend leans more toward model-based feature extraction
and hybrid feature extraction. Hybrid feature extraction, the fourth category
of feature extraction method, is a mixture of statistical features and model-
based features [12, 43]. These approaches utilize model-based preprocessing of
spectra based on underlying biology to extract input parameters, and analyze
these parameters with statistical methods.
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1.2.3 Feature Selection
A large number of features, obtained from quantitative modeling or
the measured spectra directly, can be potentially related to health status.
Feature selection can aid identification of those optically derived features that
are diagnostically relevant and those that are strongly related to each other
and thus are redundant. Minimizing the number of features is important to
reduce computation complexity, processing time, and to prevent overtraining
of classifiers.
Since reflectance spectroscopy measures the combination of the elastic
scattering from different organelles, it is not surprising that some wavelengths
indicate cancer progression better than others. It is possible that one or several
wavelengths contain information on the pathology status. Therefore, it is
necessary to select subsets of these features to reduce the redundancy and
improve the performance.
There are three main approaches to feature selection: filters, wrappers,
and embedded methods [44]. Many feature selection algorithms use filters to se-
lect variables by giving ranks to individual features [44]. For example, Maŕın et
al. (2005) selected their features using a combination of Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) and a two-sample t test. They selected principal component
scores (PCS) identified as statistically significant using a two-sample t test
for independent samples, with equality of variance between the two groups
(positive and negative for dysplasia) based upon an F test [45].
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However, it is known that a feature which provides little information by
itself can be valuable when combined with others [44]. Therefore, subsets of
features can have better predictive power than would be expected by ranking
of variables according to their individual predictive power. Thus, wrapper
methods have been developed to select feature subsets rather than individual
features. Wrapper methods use the prediction performance of a given classifier
to assess the relative usefulness of subsets of features. If the number of features
is not too large, an exhaustive search can also be considered. An example of a
wrapper method is stepwise LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis). It performs
a greedy search of the possible feature combinations [46].
Embedded methods perform feature selection as part of the training
process. Thus, they may be more efficient in the training process. For exam-
ple, decision trees such as CART (Classification and Regression Trees) have a
built-in mechanism to perform variable selection [47]. A study conducted by
Atkinson et al. [48] used CART to analyze fluorescence spectra of suspected
cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) at colposcopy.
1.2.4 Classification
There are two major types of machine learning algorithms: unsuper-
vised learning and supervised learning. In unsupervised learning or clustering,
the algorithm identifies clusters in the feature values based on criteria defining
the desired properties of groups. Unsupervised learning techniques are useful
for assessing the discriminatory power of features. The visualization of the
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clustering distributions of features provides a qualitative evaluation of their
potential for distinguishing between pre-defined categories, such as healthy
vs. diseased [32]. In developing clinical decision support systems, supervised
learning is more commonly used than unsupervised learning since the task is
typically one of prediction, e.g., to predict disease status. Supervised learning
refers to an algorithm that uses a training set of items for which target or truth
labels are provided to learn a mapping from feature values to target values. In
the case of cancer diagnosis, histopathological assessment of a biopsy sample
is typically taken as the gold standard for establishing the truth state for clas-
sifier training and evaluation. In other words, the task of a supervised learning
algorithm or classifier is to use the features provided by the feature extractor
and selected in a feature selection step to predict the assignment of the sam-
ple to a diagnostic category [49]. Most clinical diagnostic decisions cannot be
made based on a single feature; thus, classifiers play an important role in that
they determine a function for combining two or more features to make pre-
dictions. The most commonly used classifiers for cancer detection/diagnosis
from optical spectroscopy are LDA [50] and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)
[51, 52].
The difficulty of a classification task depends on the variability of the
feature values within a class relative to the feature variability between classes.
For example, suppose the size of a lesion is a feature that we can use to
discriminate between benign and malignant lesions. All else being equal, it will
be more difficult to distinguish between benign lesions with an average size of
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1 mm and malignant lesions with an average size of 2 mm, as compared to the
case in which the benign lesion mean size is 1 mm and the malignant lesion
mean size is 10 mm. Likewise, for a fixed difference in the class means, the
greater the variability within each class, the more challenging the classification
task. Therefore, the underlying probability model of the categories determines
the difficulty of the classification problem.
Some classifiers are more complex than others in the sense of the range
of models that they can describe [49]. For example, a support vector machine
(SVM) is capable of distinguishing samples by forming a non-linear function
of the features, while a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) model is only able
to solve linearly separable tasks. However, this does not mean that complex
classifiers are always “better” than the simple ones. Complex classifiers suf-
fer from generalization issues, i.e., overtraining. It is very easy to “tune” a
complex classifier to the particular training samples, rather than to the real
underlying characteristics of the diagnostic categories. A large training set
will alleviate generalization issues, but assembling an extensive heterogeneous
data set can be challenging. Thus, a simpler classifier may be used to avoid
over-training given a limited amount of data. Another motivation for using
linear classifiers is that they are more computationally efficient.
The choice of classifier depends on how much prior knowledge we have
about the classification task. For example, if we have prior knowledge that
the classification problem is linear, it will be most efficient to use a linear
classifier rather than a non-linear one. However, in the case where we have
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little or no prior knowledge about the problem, there is no simple answer as to
how to choose the best classifier. The No Free Lunch theorem [53] states that
if algorithm A outperforms algorithm B on some cost functions, there must
exist exactly as many other functions where B outperforms A. In other words,
if one algorithm seems to outperform another in a particular situation, it is
because the algorithm is a better fit for that particular problem, not that that
algorithm is generally “better” than the other one [49]. Thus, the selection of
an algorithm for a practical classification task is an empirical choice because
there is typically little prior knowledge of the underlying probability model.
1.2.5 Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of a clinical decision support system, we
compare the diagnostic decisions suggested by our system to a gold standard,
e.g., biopsy outcome. A performance measure, such as the accuracy, is com-
puted to quantitatively summarize the efficacy of the system.
In two-class classification problems, Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) analysis is widely used for analyzing the classifier performance [54].
Sensitivity and specificity indicate the ability of the diagnostic method to
distinguish between two groups, e.g., healthy and disease. By varying the
threshold, a ROC curve of sensitivity versus (1-specificity) is generated. The
area under the ROC curve (AUC) is often used as a metric to quantitatively
summarize the performance of a clinical decision support system.
In contrast, for a multi-class classification task, there is not a widely ac-
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cepted performance metric [55, 56]. Multiple research groups have been work-
ing on developing ROC-type analyses for multi-class problems. Several ap-
proaches have been proposed, so we briefly review only the most common and
refer the reader to other resources for a broader summary [55, 56]. Hand and
Till use the average AUCs of the binary one-versus-one comparisons in multi-
class problems [57]. Mossman (1999) developed a three-way ROC method [58]
that uses the correct classification rates as two separate decision thresholds are
varied to form a 3-dimensional plot. The volume under the surface (VUS) of
this plot serves as the performance metric. Moreover, Edwards et al. creates
a ROC hypersurface, which is a two-dimensional plane in a six-dimensional
space, and calculates the hypervolume under the hypersurface as a measure
of performance [59]. We emphasize that no single metric has been widely
adapted.
Generally speaking, three independent sample sets are desired to design
and evaluate a classifier [60]. A training set is used for training a classifier.
A validation set is used during or after classifier training, in order to adjust
the classifier to prevent over-training. A test set is used for evaluating a clas-
sifier to report its performance. Ideally, these three sets should be randomly
selected from the relevant population. However, there are practical issues to
be considered. In particular, since the number of samples available is often
limited, it may not be possible to construct truly independent sets, which
causes bias. Therefore, sampling techniques such as cross-validation [61] and
bootstrap sampling [62–64] are often necessary in experimental design.
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Cross-validation refers to the partitioning of data into non-overlapping
subsets of equal size such that the analysis is initially performed on a single
subset, while the other subset(s) are retained for subsequent use in confirming
and validating the initial analysis [61]. The training/testing process is repeated
until each partition has been used in turn as the testing partition. Leave-one-
out cross-validation is a special case of cross-validation where one sample is
assigned to the testing set and the rest are in the training set.
Bootstrap sampling is another technique that can be used to estimate
the performance of a classifier. Bootstrap sampling creates a new set by sam-
pling with replacement from the original set [62–64]. Typically, each bootstrap
replicate has the same number of observations as the original sample. The
process is repeated to create hundreds or thousands of bootstrap replicates.
Then, a performance metric is computed from all of the bootstrap replicates
and the average performance metric is taken as the estimate of the system
performance.
The choice of appropriate evaluation methods is critical. Since clinical
studies are often restricted to a small sample size, the analyses can suffer from
biased data and little variation between samples [65]. Appropriate evaluation
methods enable reliable estimation of system performance, which is essential
for designing accurate and reliable clinical decision support systems.
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1.3 Current challenges
It is difficult for a human to visually assess the optical spectra and
make a diagnosis despite of the capability of optical spectroscopy for capturing
cancer characteristics. The influence of cancer cell morphology on its optical
properties is complicated, hence a clinical decision support system is necessary.
This chapter shows that AI provides support for clinicians to make diagnostic
decisions based on optical spectroscopy. Moreover, AI can also help scientists
understand the optical properties of different tissue pathologies. For example,
model-based feature extraction enables determining optical parameters of the
measured tissue. This example shows how AI methods are used in data mining,
which extracts useful information from large databases.
To develop a clinical decision support system for detection of epithe-
lial cancer, it is important to understand the underlying physics. How the
optical signals differ to capture cancer characteristics is the key to the cor-
rect diagnosis. We first analyze the signals from a pilot clinical trial dataset,
then look deeper into modeling the light propagation through tissue. This
dissertation covers two main topics: Analysis and Modeling. In Chapter 2,
a dataset from a pilot clinical trial is presented. The analysis methods are
empirically tested using an oral cancer dataset. Statistical analyses show that
polarized reflectance spectroscopy has the potential to aid screening and di-
agnosis of oral cancer. In Chapter 3, a novel adaptive windowing technique is
developed to extract spectral features with fewer windows that retain the diag-
nostic information. In Chapter 4, a Monte Carlo model simulating light-tissue
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interactions is presented to aid in the design of diagnostic instrumentation.
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Chapter 2
Probing local tissue changes in the oral cavity
for early detection of cancer using oblique
polarized reflectance spectroscopy: a pilot
clinical trial
This chapter is modified from “Probing local tissue changes in the oral
cavity for early detection of cancer using oblique polarized reflectance spec-
troscopy: a pilot clinical trial” published in Journal of Biomedical Optics, 2008
[43]. The instrumentation design was developed by Dr. Linda T. Nieman, and
I contributed the statistical analyses development.
In this chapter, a feature set is extracted for early oral cancer detec-
tion using oblique polarized reflectance spectroscopy (OPRS). This feature set,
consisting of the nuclear size and ten spectral features, is analyzed indepen-
dently and in combination to assess discrimination of diagnostic class. The
promising results suggest that OPRS has the potential to aid screening and
diagnosis of oral precancer and cancer.
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2.1 Oral cancer facts
Current oral cancer screening methods are limited by the variety of
tissue architecture and by the similarity of appearance of benign inflamma-
tory conditions to premalignant and malignant lesions. Further complications
arise in high-risk patients, who often have carcinogenic exposure that covers
the entire mucosal lining. After successful treatment of a cancerous tumor,
secondary tumors can develop in adjacent areas over time. Monitoring these
high-risk patients requires multiple biopsies taken routinely over many years.
Clearly, noninvasive optical modalities to detect the early stages of oral can-
cer have the potential to reduce patient pain, morbidity, and mortality. To
this end, significant effort have been directed toward exploring optical imag-
ing and optical spectroscopy techniques to aid screening and diagnosis of the
early stages of oral cancer [18, 26, 66–76]. A comprehensive overview of the
new emerging methods for the detection and treatment of oral carcinoma has
been given in references [77] and [78].
2.2 Overview for optical imaging and spectroscopy
As stated in previous section (1.1), optical imaging modalities such
as confocal microscopy, optical coherence tomography (OCT), and nonlinear
optical microscopy have shown great potential for oral lesion discrimination.
While these nascent approaches alone or in combination with exogeneous dyes,
vital stains, or nanoparticles are highly promising, they require some degree of
equipment complexity and operator training. Autofluorescence imaging and
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spectroscopy has been shown to give improved lesion contrast, which has been
attributed in part to porphyrin fluorescence. However, it has been argued that
porphyrin fluorescence is not a good diagnostic indicator, as it is synthesized
by bacteria not only on ulcerating tumors, but also on the dorsums of normal
tongues and on gingival plaques [69]. The presence of porphyrin fluorescence
can therefore obscure detection of lesion grade using fluorescence techniques.
Spectroscopic approaches that combine tissue autofluorescence and scattering
showed promising sensitivity and specificity in pilot clinical trials, however, it
required stratification of tissue sites according to level of keratinization before
statistical analysis [18].
2.3 Specific aims
In this chapter, we present the results of the first pilot clinical trial that
assesses the optical technique of oblique polarized reflectance spectroscopy
(OPRS) to discriminate oral precancers and cancers from normal or benign
tissue. OPRS is a noninvasive optical modality that employs polarized light
illumination and polarization sensitive detection. This method is very simple
and robust and, thus, provides an attractive approach for earlier cancer detec-
tion in the oral cavity including screening in a high risk population. OPRS is
based on the following concept: the electric field orientation, or polarization,
of the incident light remains unchanged after interaction with the optically
dilute epithelial layer. In contrast, photons that propagate deeper to the op-
tically dense stroma are remitted from tissue with their polarization state
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randomized. In OPRS two scattered signals are collected: one with polar-
ization parallel and the other with polarization perpendicular relative to the
illumination polarization. The small epithelial signal can therefore be isolated
by subtracting the perpendicular polarization intensity from the parallel po-
larization intensity [79–83]. Combining polarization sensitive detection with
an oblique endoscopic collection geometry further resolves scattering signals
from the upper epithelial layer and from the lower stromal layer [84]. This
additional depth dependent optical information carried by polarized light has
the potential to enhance discrimination of the varying grades of dysplasia and
carcinoma from visually indistinguishable benign lesions.
The two scattering signals collected by OPRS can be used separately or
in combination to yield diagnostically relevant parameters. In this pilot clinical
study we extracted ten spectroscopic features and nuclear size of epithelial
cells with the goal to identify key parameters for detection and monitoring of
precancerous lesions in the oral cavity. A thorough statistical analysis of the
spectral parameters and extracted nuclear size was performed using Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) (Section 1.2.4) and evaluated using Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis (Section 1.2.5). OPRS was found to
be sensitive to four clinically relevant histological groups: normal, benign, mild
dysplasia, and severe dysplasia (defined as tissue requiring surgical excision
for treatment). We demonstrated that the features that provide the best
discrimination differ according to diagnostic category. This result emphasizes
that a combination of features is needed to efficiently tackle the multi-task
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problem of cancer detection and diagnoses.
2.4 Materials and Methods
2.4.1 Clinical Measurement
A pilot clinical study was conducted with informed consent on 27 pa-
tients over the age of 18 that were referred to the Head and Neck clinic at The
University of Texas M. D. Anderson Cancer Center (MDACC) with oral mu-
cosa lesions suspicious for dysplasia or carcinoma. A medical doctor performed
a standard oral cavity examination, followed by spectroscopic measurements
which were typically performed on 1 - 2 visually abnormal sites and 1 visually
normal site. In some cases, more than one measurement was performed on
the same tissue site without moving the probe to assess the repeatability of
measurement, which was found to be good. Nuclear extraction was performed
on 15 randomly selected patient sites that had more than one measurement.
The average nuclear size difference between the measured spectra and the
mean spectrum was 0.45 microns. All measurements from the same tissue site
were averaged to give a single spectrum. A calibration spectrum was acquired
before each patient evaluation using a diffuse reflectance substrate standard
(Labsphere, Inc.). Data from three patients were removed from the analysis
because of improper handling of the endoscope or malfunctioning of the clinical
device. Biopsies were taken of all measured tissue sites. The biopsied tissue
was sectioned into 4 micron transverse slices and mounted onto microscope
slides. The slides were stained with a hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stain for
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standard histological analysis. Paired normal and abnormal slides were re-
viewed by a trained pathologist at MDACC. Detailed descriptions were made
of each slide indicating the extent of dysplasia, inflammation, keratinization,
and hyperplasia.
2.4.2 Instrumentation
Although detailed extensively in references [84] and [85], we briefly
describe the instrument used in this clinical study for convenience. The illu-
mination source was a broadband white light Xe pulsed lamp with ca. 4 µs
pulse widths and wavelength range of 400-700 nm. Light was delivered to the
tissue site of interest though a single optical fiber with a core diameter of 200
µm and 0.22 NA. The power delivered to the tissue was approximately 100
µW , well below the acceptable Threshold Limit Value given by the American
Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists. Two identical optical fibers
were placed on either side of the illumination fiber for collection of the remitted
light. Two pieces of polarizing film with an extinction transmittance of 0.002%
were adhered to the distal end of the fiber optic probe. These polarizers set
the orientation of the illumination and collection polarization states and were
oriented orthogonal to each other. The two collection fibers had polarizing
film with transmission axes either parallel or orthogonal to the illumination
polarization state. A protective fused silica window of defined thickness was
placed over the fibers and polarizing film. The illumination fiber was oriented
normal to the silica window surface and the collection fibers were oriented at
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ca. 37 degrees with respect to the illumination fiber. With this geometry, the
collection fiber’s acceptance cones cross each other and with the illumination
beam in the superficial tissue layer as shown in Figure 2.1. The collection
efficiency of a single obliquely oriented beveled fiber peaks at the maximum
overlap of the illumination beam with the collection acceptance cone. The
probe used in this study has a fused silica window that acts as a spacer such
that the maximum overlap is at the tissue surface. This overlap drops to 50%
at a depth of 300-400 microns, the typical thickness of oral epithelium. Hence,
superficial traveling photons approximately 0.07 mm3 below the tissue sur-
face are collected with greater efficiency than deeper traveling photons. The
collection fibers deliver the remitted light to a grating spectrograph coupled
to a gated intensified photodiode array detector. Operating in gated mode
permits all measurement to be conducted under room light illumination so
that OPRS measurements could blend seamlessly into a clinical examination
or preoperative surgical procedure.
2.4.3 Data Analysis
2.4.3.1 Preprocessing
The collected parallel and perpendicular spectra were dark subtracted
and then divided by the sum of the scattered light collected through both
collection channels from a diffuse reflectance standard (Labsphere, Inc.) to
correct for the wavelength-dependent response of the detection system and
the spectral profile of the source. The parallel and perpendicular signals were
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Figure 2.1: Overlap of illumination and collection acceptance cones as a func-
tion of distance from the distal end of the illumination and collection fibers.
Distance zero corresponds to the epithelium surface. Measurements were made
in water using a reflectance standard (Labsphere, Inc.)
studied alone and in the following combinations: the ratio of parallel to per-
pendicular, parallel minus perpendicular, and the sum of the parallel and
perpendicular signals. The sum of the parallel and perpendicular spectra is
equivalent to the diffuse reflectance spectrum and their difference is defined
as the depolarization ratio. Typically, the majority of the diffuse reflectance
is compromised of photons that have undergone many tissue interactions and
therefore have probed more deeply, while the depolarization ratio is viewed
as a measure of superficial scattering. Spectra were down-sampled using an
averaging window with a spectral width of 5 nm to reduce data size and com-
putation time.
The spectra were normalized to remove inter-patient variation. We re-
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viewed various normalization methods in Section 1.2.1. Here, three approaches
were tested: (1) no normalization, (2) division of entire spectra by the inten-
sity value at 420 nm, and (3) additive DC offset applied to the entire spectra
such that value at 420 nm was equal to the mean for all spectra within the
same spectral type (e.g., parallel or ratio of parallel and perpendicular signals,
etc.). This normalization was intended to preserve the relative intensity scale
between different spectral types. Normalization method (2) gave the highest
area under the ROC curve for all classification tasks considered and hence was
used throughout this study.
2.4.3.2 Determination of the most discriminatory wavelength
The most discriminatory wavelengths were determined using the area
under the ROC curve (method reviewed in Section 1.2.5). The area under
the non-parametric curve (AUC) was computed using the trapezoid rule. On
the occasion when ties existed, the best wavelength was chosen manually such
that wavelength variations were minimized.
2.4.3.3 Features
We utilized a hybrid feature set in this study: one model-based feature
and ten spectral features were extracted (Hybrid feature method is reviewed
in Section 1.2.2). Two features were extracted from each spectrum of the five
spectral types (parallel, perpendicular, diffuse, depolarization ratio, parallel /
perpendicular), one being the mean intensity across the entire spectrum and
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the other being the intensity at the most discriminatory wavelength, yield-
ing 10 spectral features per measurement site. In addition, nuclear size was
extracted from the depolarization ratio spectrum using a Mie theory based
algorithm described in references [83] and [86]. Figure 2.2 shows the mean
nuclear size per diagnostic category extracted from OPRS measurements and
from direct measurements of the biopsied tissue histology slides. Hence, a to-
tal of 11 features were extracted from each measurement site for use in eight
binary classification tasks: (1) Normal vs. SD, (2) Normal vs. MD, (3) Normal
vs. MD and SD combined, (4) MD vs. SD, (5) Benign vs. SD, (6) Benign vs.
MD, (7) Benign vs. MD and SD combined, and (8) Benign vs. Normal.
2.4.3.4 Selection of the most discriminatory features
In many classification tasks, a combination of features yields better
discrimination than can be achieved with any single feature. Since there are 11
features in each of the two-class classification problems, 211−1 = 2047 different
combinations of features are possible, for example: feature #1 alone, features
#1 and #2 combined, features #1 and #3 combined, features #2 and #3
combined, features #1, #2, and #3 combined, etc. We exhaustively searched
through these 2047 combinations to identify the feature or combination of
features that best discriminates between two diagnostic classes using LDA [49].
LDA was chosen because it works well with small datasets and it preserves
the physical origins of features (refer to Section 1.2.4. Leave-one-out cross
validation was employed to train and test all LDA models.
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Figure 2.2: Bar graph of mean nuclear size per diagnostic category. Light gray
bars indicate nuclear size extracted using OPRS measurements. Dark gray
bars indicate nuclear size obtained directly from stained and sliced biopsied
tissue mounted on microscope slides. Standard deviation of measurements
shown as whiskers.
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The performance of a feature combination was evaluated using the area
(AUC) under the non-parametric ROC curve generated from the LDA decision
variable. All possible LDA models were compared. The best LDA model was
defined as that which had the highest area under the ROC curve. LDA calcu-
lations were carried out using the classify function in MATLAB R7 Statistics
Toolbox (The MathWorks, Natick, MA). For each binary classification task,
several of the 2047 LDA models can have statistically equivalent discrimina-
tion. A bootstrapping technique was used to estimate the mean difference in
the AUC between LDA models and the two-sided p value of that difference[64].
P values below the conventional threshold of 0.05 were regarded as statistically
significant. The top N models with AUC’s statistically indistinguishable from
the maximum AUC observed were considered to be comparable models.
We hypothesized that dominant features would appear with higher fre-
quency, while irrelevant features would appear randomly. Consequently, the
fractional occurrence of individual features within the top N LDA models
within each diagnostic category was counted. Those features that appeared
with a frequency of 0.5 or greater are considered to be of diagnostic impor-
tance.
2.4.3.5 Precautions taken to avoid overtraining
Overtraining is a concern any time one develops a classification model
with a small dataset. To reduce this risk, we used leave-one-out cross validation
to generate the LDA models. As a further check, a permutation test was
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applied in which the pathology definition of each patient measurement was
randomly shuffled while the prevalence of disease was kept constant [87]. The
shuffling was repeated 1000 times for each binary classification task, so that
the mean and standard error of the area under ROC curves could be calculated
and compared with the observed area under ROC curves.
2.5 Results
2.5.1 Sample Distribution
Table 2.1 summarizes the distribution of sites from the oral cavity that
were measured, then subsequently biopsied. A total of 57 sites in 24 patients
were measured and analyzed in this study. Table 2.1 is divided into two
categories based on the examining physician’s visual impression at the time of
biopsy: (1) Normal, (2) Abnormal. All visually normal sites were confirmed
to be normal by histological analysis. The clinically appearing abnormals
were further subdivided into three categories according to their histological
diagnosis: benign (B), mild dysplasia (MD), severe dysplasia (SD). We defined
SD as tissue that requires surgical excision; those include moderate to severe
dysplasia and carcinoma. In this study all but one SD sites were classified
as carcinoma (the other was classified as moderate dysplasia). Figure 2.3
shows images taken of representative histopathology slides from this study
illustrating the morphology of the different diagnostic categories. All binary
combinations of the four diagnostic classes were used to test classification of
OPRS data.
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Table 2.1: Distribution of anatomical sites within the oral mucosa measured
with OPRS. The physical appearance was noted prior to OPRS measurement
as either visually normal or abnormal. Biopsies were taken of all 57 measured
sites. Histopathology of abnormal biopsies is categorized as benign, mild dys-
plasia, or severe dysplasia. *Severe dysplasia is defined as tissue that requires
surgery for treatment; it includes tissue that has the histopathological diagno-
sis of moderate to severe dysplasia or carcinoma.
between two diagnostic classes using33 LDA. LDA was cho-
sen because it works well with small datasets and it preserves
the physical origins of features. Leave-one-out cross valida-
tion was employed to train and test all LDA models.
The performance of a feature combination was evaluated
using the area !AUC" under the nonparametric ROC curve
generated from the LDA decision variable. All possible LDA
models were compared. The best LDA model was defined as
that which had the highest area under the ROC curve. LDA
calculations were carried out using the classify function in
MATLAB® R7 Statistics Toolbox !The MathWorks, Natick,
Massachusetts". For each binary classification task, several of
the 2047 LDA models can have statistically equivalent dis-
crimination. A bootstrapping technique was used to estimate
the mean difference in the AUC between LDA models and the
two-sided p value of that difference.34 Any p values below the
conventional threshold of 0.05 were regarded as statistically
significant. The top N models with AUCs statistically indis-
tinguishable from the maximum AUC observed were consid-
ered to be comparable models.
We hypothesized that dominant features would appear with
higher frequency, while irrelevant features would appear ran-
domly. Consequently, the fractional occurrence of individual
features within the top N LDA models within each diagnostic
category was counted. Those features that appeared with a
frequency of 0.5 or greater are considered to be of diagnostic
importance.
2.3.5 Precautions Taken to Avoid Overtraining
Overtraining is a conce n any time n develops a classifica-
tion model with a small dataset. To reduce this risk, we used
Table 1 Distribution of anatomical sites within the oral mucosa mea-
sured with OPRS.
Clinical appearance Diagnosis for Abnormals
Location Normal Abnormal Benign !B" MD SDa
Tongue 7 22 8 7 7
Buccal 13 7 3 3 1
Floor of mouth 1 2 0 1 1
Gingiva 1 2 1 0 1
Soft Palate 0 2 1 1 0
Total measured 22 35 13 12 10
aSevere dysplasia is defined as tissue that requires surgery for treatment; it
includes tissue that has the histopathological diagnosis of moderate to severe
dysplasia or carcinoma. The physical appearance was noted prior to OPRS
measurement as either normal or abnormal. Biopsies were taken of all 57 mea-
sured sites. Histopathology of abnormal biopsies is catergorized as benign,
MD, or SD.
Fig. 2 !a" Examples of experimental depolarization ratio spectra !solid curves" for each diagnostic category and corresponding theoretical simu-
lations !dotted curves" obtained using Mie scattering calculations and !b" bar graph of mean nuclear size per diagnostic category. Light gray bars
indicate nuclear size extracted using OPRS measurements and dark gray bars indicate nuclear size obtained directly from stained and sliced
biopsied tissue mounted on microscope slides. The standard deviations show variations in nuclear sizes between different patient sites.
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2.5.2 Polarized r flectance spectra
Figure 2.4 hows t e measured spectra before norm lization. The di-
agnostic category is indicated by the color of the curves: solid green - normal,
dashed blue - benign, dash-dot red - mild dysplasia, dotted black - severe
dysplasia. The first row shows all measured spectra from the parallel and per-
pendicular collection channels. The second and third rows show the averaged
spectra per diagnostic class for the parallel, perpendicular, diffuse reflectance,
and the depolarization ratio. Analysis of the mean spectra showed a good, al-
beit qualitative, separation of all diagnostic classes. A qualitative look at the
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Figure 2.3: Representative images of biopsied tissue diagnosed as (a) normal,
(b) benign, (c) mild dysplasia, or (d) severe dysplasia. Tissue was stained with
hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) for standard histopathological analysis. Scale
bar is 100 microns.
mean spectra reveals differences in the total intensity, which is modulated by
hemoglobin absorption. Within a narrow wavelength band, the mean spectral
differences can be quite large. For example, the mean perpendicular spectra
have the largest separation between diagnostic classes for wavelengths shorter
than 450 nm. Similarly, the mean depolarization ratio spectra have the largest
separation between normal and SD in the red or long wavelength region. As
a whole, the mean spectra hint at the possibility of using select wavelength
regions for improved diagnostic discrimination, thus prompting an analysis of
the optimal wavelength for maximum separation of two diagnostic classes for
each of the spectral types.
2.5.3 Diagnostically relevant features
Table 2.2 shows the best wavelengths determined for the eight two-
outcome diagnostic classification tasks and five spectral types. All spectra
used in this analysis were normalized to one at 420 nm as described in sec-
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Figure 2.4: Measured spectra. The first row shows all the spectra collected
from the two collection channels. The second and third rows show the mean
spectra according to diagnostic class for the parallel, perpendicular, diffuse
reflectance, and depolarization ratio. Spectra from normal tissue are shown as
solid green curves, benign tissue shown as dashed blue curves, mild dysplasia
as red dash-dotted curves, and severe dysplasia as black dotted curves.
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tion 2.4.3.1. Table 2.3 lists the AUC’s for individual features and the best
combination of features, as determined by exhaustive LDA search, for each
classification task considered. An AUC equal to one corresponds to perfect
classification while an AUC of 0.5 corresponds to chance performance. Com-
parison of the individual feature AUC and the LDA AUC per classification
task shows that the LDA model typically performs better. It is important
to note that the performance of individual features varies quite drastically
depending on the classification task. These results demonstrate that a com-
bination of features is needed to efficiently tackle the multi-task classification
problem involved in cancer detection and diagnosis.
Table 2.2: The wavelengths, given in nanometers, that provided the maximum
separation between two diagnostic classes.
3.2 Measurement Repeatability
To assess the reproducibility of our measurements, 51 of the
57 tissue sites had two subsequent measurements performed
without removing the probe. We calculated a mean intensity
difference over all wavelengths between the two spectra from
the same tissue site and their average spectrum. An average
value for the intensity difference for all 51 sites was ca. 10%.
The repeatability of spectral shape is also important especially
when performing nuclear size extraction. Therefore, we ran
the nuclear extraction algorithm on a subset of the 51 patient
sites that had duplicate measurements. Fifteen sites were cho-
sen randomly without reference to the diagnosis. The ex-
tracted nuclear size for both repeat measurements was com-
pared to the nuclear size found using the mean spectrum. We
found that the average nuclear size difference between the
measured spectra and the mean spectrum was 0.45 !m. This
is well below the size difference !ca. 2 !m" between diagnos-
tic categories of normal and SD. However, these data indicate
that probe handling is an important issue in clinical trials that
can lead to an increase in variations of optical measurements
in vivo. Translation of the probe between measurements can
cause differences in the spectra as the tissue volume sampled
will have changed. The tissue volumes may have differing
scattering characteristics that may affect collection of parallel
and perpendicular components and extraction of the depolar-
ization ratio spectrum. In addition, it has been shown that the
pressure applied to the tissue can significantly affect fluores-
cence spectral intensity.36 Further work must be performed in
this area to fully assess the effect of probe pressure and han-
dling on spectroscopic measurements.
3.3 Polarized Reflectance Spectra
Figure 4 shows the measured spectra before normalization.
The diagnostic category is indicated by the color of the
curves: solid green, normal; dashed blue, benign; dash-dotted
red, mild dysplasia; and dotted black, severe dysplasia. The
first row shows all measured spectra from the parallel and
perpendicular collection channels. The second and third rows
show the averaged spectra per diagnostic class for the parallel,
perpendicular, diffuse reflectance, and the depolarization ra-
tio. Analysis of the mean spectra showed a good, albeit quali-
tative, separation of all diagnostic classes.
A qualitative look at the mean spectra reveals differences
in the total intensity, which is modulated by hemoglobin ab-
sorption. Within a narrow wavelength band, the mean spectral
differences can be quite large. For example, the mean perpen-
dicular spectra have the largest separation between diagnostic
classes for wavelengths shorter than 450 nm. Similarly, the
mean depolarization ratio spectra have the largest separation
between normal and SD in the red or long-wavelength region.
As a whole, the mean spectra hint at the possibility of using
select wavelength regions for improved diagnostic discrimi-
nation, thus prompting an analysis of the optimal wavelength
for maximum separation of two diagnostic classes for each
spectral type.
3.4 Diagnostically Relevant Features
Table 2 shows the best wavelengths determined for the eight
two-outcome diagnostic classification tasks and five spectral
types. All spectra used in this analysis were normalized to one
at 420 nm, as described in Sec. 2.3.1. Table 3 lists the AUCs
for individual features and the best combination of features, as
determined by exhaustive LDA search, for each classification
task considered. An AUC of 1 corresponds to perfect classifi-
cation while an AUC of 0.5 corresponds to chance perfor-
mance. Comparison of the individual feature AUC and the
LDA AUC per classification task shows that the LDA model
typically performs better. Note that the performance of indi-
vidual features varies quite drastically, depending on the clas-
sification task. These results demonstrate that a combination
of features is needed to efficiently tackle the multitask classi-
fication problem involved in cancer detection and diagnosis.
Discrimination of normal from SD has a relatively high
LDA AUC. This is consistent with our expectations since nor-
mal and SD are two extremes of the continuum of histopatho-
logical status. Likewise, histopathologically similar tissue
such as normal and MD is more difficult to discriminate. The
similarity of normal and MD tissue can be seen in Fig. 3,
where the areas of MD !indicated by increased nuclear den-
sity" encompass a small section at the basal layer. It is not
uncommon for MD to be focally located amid normal tissue.
In an OPRS measurement, the optical signal from MD is
weighted by the surrounding normal tissue. Similarly, the
AUC for the classification task of normal from MD and SD
Table 2 The wavelengths, given in nanometers, that provided the maximum separation between two


























Parallel 581 465 655 581 539 597 497 465
Perpendicular 454 576 454 454 454 602 491 486
Diffuse 539 465 718 586 539 497 497 497
Depolarization ratio 602 465 628 454 539 497 581 465
Parallel/perpendicular 633 565 612 633 644 512 644 512
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Discrimination of normal from SD has a relatively high LDA AUC. This
is consistent with our expectations since ormal a d SD are two extremes of
the continuum of histopathological status. Likewise, histopathologically sim-
ilar tissue such as nor al and MD is mor difficult to di criminate. The
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Table 2.3: Area under the ROC curve for individual features and the best LDA
combination of features. Eight binary classification tasks, indicated by the col-
umn headings, were considered. Features identified by x nm correspond to the
intensity at the most discriminatory wavelength. These results demonstrate
that a combination of features is needed to efficiently tackle the multi-task
classification problem involved in cancer detection and diagnosis.
combined yield a similar AUC to that of normal from MD. In
comparison, clear diagnostic potential is shown for the clas-
sification task of MD versus SD.
One of the most clinically challenging classification tasks
requires the ability to distinguish between dysplastic tissue
and benign tissue, which has the outward appearance of dys-
plasia or carcinoma but is histologically normal. Therefore, it
is encouraging that some features in our study show clear
separation between benign and SD sites. Similar to what is
observed when normal tissue is used as the reference, there is
less discriminatory power for the classification tasks differen-
tiating benign from MD or benign from MD and SD
combined.
Due to the limited amount of data in this pilot study, there
is not enough statistical power to distinguish between small
differences in ROC area. For example, in the classification
task of normal from SD, 36 LDA feature sets with the highest
ROC areas were found to be statistically indistinguishable.
Rather than attempting to identify a single “best” model,
which is impossible to do in a pilot study, we identified the
features that most frequently appear in the set of statistically
indistinguishable best performing models. Table 4 shows the
frequency with which each feature occurs in the top N feature
sets with statistically similar ROC areas for each classification
task. Dashed lines delineate features that appear with a fre-
quency of 0.5 or greater. We suggest that these features war-
rant the greatest attention in future large clinical trials.
3.5 Check for Overtraining
With a small data set, overtraining is always a concern. As
noted in the methods section, leave-one-out cross validation
was used for classifier training to reduce this risk. As an ad-
ditional check, a permutation test was conducted where the
diagnostic state of the measured site was randomly assigned
for a given classifier task while preserving the number of
patients within each class. The results are shown in Fig. 5.
The mean ! standard deviation of the AUCs for a randomly
shuffled task is shown as a gray cross-hair with error bars,
while the real AUC of the top LDA model is shown as a filled
black circle with a single bar indicating the extent of AUC
values within the top N comparable LDA models. The ran-
domly assigned permutations have AUCs that are clustered
around 0.5 or chance performance, whereas the real AUCs are
well above the error bars. The p values of the permutation
tests showed significant difference between the real AUC and
the randomly shuffled AUCs. For example, the permutation
test for classifying normal and SD has a zero p value. These
results demonstrate that the LDA model is capturing meaning-
ful differences between the diagnostic classes as opposed to
merely magnifying chance differences in the feature values.
4 Discussion
Given the variety of oral mucosa and the resulting spectral
diversity that can confound classification, it is noteworthy that





Individual Features SD MD MD and SD SD SD MD MD and SD Normal
Nuclear size 0.79 0.69 0.74 0.65 0.75 0.62 0.68 0.56
Mean parallel 0.81 0.50 0.64 0.82 0.88 0.65 0.76 0.69
Mean perpendicular 0.69 0.60 0.53 0.77 0.82 0.73 0.77 0.81
Mean diffuse 0.79 0.53 0.62 0.82 0.86 0.69 0.77 0.74
Mean depolarization ratio 0.84 0.53 0.67 0.82 0.90 0.60 0.74 0.57
Mean par/per 0.73 0.66 0.69 0.69 0.70 0.55 0.62 0.63
Parallel, x nm 0.84 0.60 0.68 0.87 0.90 0.68 0.78 0.77
Perpendicular, x nm 0.78 0.65 0.57 0.86 0.89 0.74 0.78 0.83
Diffuse, x nm 0.82 0.60 0.64 0.86 0.90 0.69 0.78 0.78
Depolarization ratio, x nm 0.85 0.61 0.71 0.86 0.91 0.64 0.76 0.72
Par/per, x nm 0.77 0.67 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.58 0.62 0.70
Best LDA combination 0.89 0.72 0.74 0.87 0.91 0.76 0.78 0.84
Eight binary classification tasks, indicated by the column headings, were considered. Features identified by x nm
correspond to the intensity at the most discriminatory wavelength. A value of unity indicates perfect performance, while
0.5 is chance performance.
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similarity of normal and MD tissue can be seen in Figure 2.3, where the areas
of MD (indicated by increased nuclear density) encompass a small section at
the basal layer. It is not uncommon for MD to be focally located amidst nor-
mal tissue. In an OPRS measurement, the optical signal from MD is weighted
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by the surrounding normal tissue. Similarly, the AUC for the classification
task of normal from MD and SD combined yield a similar AUC to that of
normal from MD. In comparison, clear diagnostic potential is shown for the
classification task of MD vs. SD. One of the most clinically challenging classi-
fication task requires the ability to distinguish between dysplastic tissue and
benign tissue, which has the outward appearance of dysplasia or carcinoma
but is histologically normal. Therefore, it is encouraging that some features
in our study show clear separation between benign and SD sites. Similar to
what is observed when normal tissue is used as the reference, there is less dis-
criminatory power for the classification tasks differentiating benign from MD
or benign from MD and SD combined.
Due to the limited amount of data in this pilot study, there is not
enough statistical power to distinguish between small differences in ROC area.
For example, in the classification task of normal from SD, 36 LDA feature sets
with the highest ROC areas were found to be statistically indistinguishable.
Rather than attempting to identify a single best model, which is impossible
to do in a pilot study, we identified the features that most frequently appear
in the set of statistically indistinguishable best performing models. Table 2.4
shows the frequency with which each feature occurs in the top N feature sets
with statistically similar ROC areas for each classification task. Dashed lines
delineate features that appear with a frequency of 0.5 or greater. We suggest
that these features warrant the greatest attention in future large clinical trials.
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Table 2.4: For each classification task, the frequency of appearance of individ-
ual features within the best performing statistically comparable LDA feature
sets is shown. Features are sorted such that those that occur with a frequency
greater than 0.5 appear above the dashed line. These features are considered
to be the most diagnostically relevant.
statistical significance was obtained across diagnostic classes
without the need to stratify the data according to tissue loca-
tion !i.e., buccal, tongue, etc." or tissue keratinization. The
detailed interpretation of these findings as they relate to tissue
morphology is somewhat difficult, although a qualitative un-
derstanding can be obtained, thus guiding future studies and
probe designs.
In Fig. 3, the progression of normal tissue to premalig-
nancy then to malignancy can be viewed in terms of the
physical alteration of normal tissue from a homogeneous two-
layer structure to a very irregular single layer tissue. It has
been shown that changes in spectral profiles that accompany
progression to carcinoma can be related to changes in both the
epithelium and the stroma such as increased microvascular-
ization and scattering alterations.2,37,38
The frequency of appearance of features in Table 4 points
toward their diagnostic importance. The features that occur
most consistently are nuclear size, the intensity ratio of paral-
lel to perpendicular channels, and the mean perpendicular sig-
nal. Nuclear size appears with the highest frequency in clas-
sification tasks involving normal tissue while the mean
perpendicular feature and the ratio of parallel to perpendicular
feature dominate cases that involve benign tissue. Clearly
nuclear size is a measure of the morphological changes that
occur in superficial !i.e., epithelial" tissue. The regular appear-
ance of nuclear size is consistent with histopathology where
Table 4 For each classification task, the frequency of appearance of individual features within the best performing statistically comparable LDA
feature sets is shown.
Features indentified by x nm correspond to the intesity at the most discriminatory wavelength. Features are sorted such that those that occur with a frequency greater than
0.5 appear above the dashed line. These features are considered to be the most diagnostically relevant.
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2.5.4 Check for overtraining
With a small data set, over training is always a concern. As noted in the
methods section, leave-one-out cross validation was used for classifier training
to reduce this risk. As an additional check, a permutation test was conducted
where the diagnostic state of the measured site was randomly assigned for
a given classifier task while preserving the number of patients within each
class. The results are shown in Figure 2.5. The mean ± standard deviation
of the AUCs for a randomly shuffled task is shown as a gray cross-hair with
error bars, while the real AUC of the top LDA model is shown as a filled
black circle with a single bar indicating the extent of AUC values within the
top N comparable LDA models. The randomly assigned permutations have
AUC’s that are clustered around 0.5 or chance performance, whereas the real
AUC’s are well above the error bars. The p values of the permutation tests
showed significant difference between the real AUC and the randomly shuffled
AUCs. For example, the permutation test for classifying normal and SD has
a zero p value. These results demonstrate that the LDA model is capturing
meaningful differences between the diagnostic classes as opposed to merely
magnifying chance differences in the feature values.
2.6 Discussion
Given the variety of oral mucosa and the resulting spectral diversity
that can confound classification, it is noteworthy that statistical significance
was obtained across diagnostic classes without the need to stratify the data
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Figure 2.5: Permutation test to check for overtraining. The diagnosis assign-
ment was shuffled for each classification task while preserving the number of
patients within each class. The mean and standard deviation of the area un-
der the ROC curve, AUC, obtained using the shuffled data sets is shown as
gray cross hairs. The AUC for the true LDA feature sets is shown in black.
The highest LDA AUC is shown as a filled black circle, while a lower black
whisker indicates the lowest statistically equivalent LDA AUC. The true LDA
AUC’s are well above the permuted AUC’s, which are grouped around chance
performance, demonstrating that the data is not being overtrained.
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according to tissue location (i.e., buccal, tongue, etc.) or tissue keratinization.
The detailed interpretation of these findings as they relate to tissue morphology
is somewhat difficult, although a qualitative understanding can be obtained,
thus guiding future studies and probe designs.
In Figure 2.3 the progression of normal tissue to premalignancy then to
malignancy can be viewed in terms of the physical alteration of normal tissue
from a homogeneous two-layer structure to a very heterogeneous single layer
tissue. It has been shown that changes in spectral profiles that accompany
progression to carcinoma can be related to changes in both the epithelium and
the stroma such as increased microvascularization and scattering alterations
[6, 88].
The frequency of appearance of features in Table 2.4 points toward
their diagnostic importance. The features that occur most consistently are
nuclear size, the intensity ratio of parallel to perpendicular channels, and the
mean perpendicular signal. Nuclear size appears with the highest frequency
in classification tasks involving normal tissue while the mean perpendicular
feature and the ratio of parallel to perpendicular feature dominate cases that
involve benign tissue. Clearly nuclear size is a measure of the morphological
changes that occur in shallow tissue. The regular appearance of nuclear size is
consistent with histopathology where epithelial cell nuclei are well documented
to enlarge with the progression of cancer [22]. In Figure 2.2 both the extracted
and measured nuclear size shows an increase with disease progression.
The ratio of the parallel to the perpendicular signal, on the other hand,
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can be interpreted as the ratio of shallow to deep tissue changes. This can be




where (Ipar − Iper) represents photons that have undergone few scattering
events, while Iper represents photons that have had many scattering inter-
actions. The mean perpendicular feature is, therefore, a measure of the inter-
action of photons in tissue below the epithelium where increases in capillary
density will manifest as hemoglobin modulation of the perpendicular scattering
spectrum.
Recent work in other organ sites indicates that changes in blood con-
tent and oxygenation that occur below the epithelium can be related to tumor
development and, potentially, to premalignant lesion formation. Siegel, et al.
reported increased blood supply in subepithelial mucosa before the develop-
ment of dysplasia in adenomatous human colon biopsies and rat colons treated
with a carcinogen [89]. Zonios et al. found an increase in hemoglobin concen-
tration in adenomatous colon polyps, but not hemoglobin oxygenation [20]. In
contrast, Bard et al. found that endobroncho tumors were characterized by
lower blood oxygenation [25]. In another study, Fawzy et al. demonstrated
that malignant lung lesions had differences in blood volume fraction and oxy-
gen saturation when compared to normal or benign lesions [27]. In their in-
vestigation, the blood volume fraction was significantly higher in malignant
lesions than benign lesions.
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These findings can be extended to the oral mucosa where 85% of all
precancerous lesions have the clinical appearance of white patches or leuko-
plakia [90]. A review of the prognosis of oral premalignant lesions in several
countries including the USA, India, Hungary, Netherlands, and Norway by
J. Rebeil has shown that the rate of malignant transformation of leukoplakia
can range from less than 1% to 18%, where the highest transformation rate
was found in the USA [91, 92] Less frequently encountered is a red patch or
erthyroplakia, which is nearly always associated with dysplasia or carcinoma
at the time of identification [93]. Both erythroplakia and their mixtures with
leukoplakia are at a higher risk for malignancy. The clinical description of
erythroplakia as a red patch indicates an increase in blood perfusion. The
implication that capillary density is correlated with precancer progression in
the oral cavity is a subject of interest for future work.
Adding to the interpretation of the mean perpendicular feature is the
fact that the polarization change that gives rise to the perpendicular signal can
be viewed as a diffusion process where depolarization increases with increasing
optical-tissue interaction [80]. Consequently, areas of increased scattering in
superficial regions of tissue such as keratin or dysplasia will also contribute
to the perpendicular signal. The oblique collection geometry of our probe
makes it more sensitive to superficial tissue changes as the collection efficiency
is greatest in the first 300-400 microns of tissue. This sensitivity enhances
the effects of increased superficial scattering. We hypothesize that it is this
additional contribution from changes in the local tissue scattering, resulting
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from changes in the local tissue morphology, that causes the perpendicular
and the parallel / perpendicular features to appear with such high frequency
in the top LDA models for classification tasks involving benign tissue. It is
well known that increased architectural and morphological heterogeneity of
oral cavity lesions is correlated with transformation to invasive cancer [94–96].
Work in the breast, cervix, and bronchus has also indicated that the local
variation of tissue can potentially yield diagnostically relevant information
[25, 97–99]. Further study is needed of these high frequency features to fully
assess their physical meaning and their impact on diagnostic classification.
Another important outcome of the statistical analysis is the ability of
OPRS to separate benign lesions from all other lesion types despite having
the same or similar outward appearance. Many optical techniques are capa-
ble of discerning normal from malignant oral mucosa with a high degree of
sensitivity and specificity, but discrimination of benign lesions from precancer
and cancer is more elusive. A few groups have reported discrimination of the
differing grades of abnormal human oral cavity tissue in vivo using imaging
techniques. Wang et al. were able to separate benign from dysplastic and can-
cerous buccal mucosa autofluorescence (sensitivity of 81%, specificity of 96%)
using a partial least squares artificial neural network analysis [100]. Onizawa
was able to separate benign from cancerous oral cavity tissue with a sensi-
tivity and specificity of 91% and 84%, and also benign from dysplasia plus
cancer with a sensitivity of 94% and a specificity of 96% using UV flash pho-
tography [66]. Kulapaditharom et al. reported a sensitivity and specificity of
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100% and 73%, respectively, for separation of benign from dysplastic plus ma-
lignant tissue [101]. Although these imaging studies showed good sensitivity
and specificity they had certain limitations. The results by Wang et al. were
limited by the isolation of their study to a single oral cavity location (buccal
mucosa) and the similar history of carcinogenic exposure (areca quid chewing
and smoking). The results achieved by Onizawa and Kulapaditharom could
be attributed to increased porphyrin fluorescence with dysplasia. However,
Betz, et al. indicated that porphyrin fluorescence is not a good indicator of
disease as it was only present in one-third of tumors they studied and was also
present on normal tongue and gingival plaques [69].
Overall spectroscopic studies have shown less optimistic results. Muller
et al. found a sensitivity and specificity of 64% and 90%, respectively, for sep-
arating dysplasia from cancer using trimodal spectroscopy [18]. De Veld et
al. recently concluded that neither diffuse reflectance spectroscopy nor tis-
sue autofluorescence (alone or in combination) could distinguish benign tissue
from dysplastic and cancerous tissue based on a clinical trial of 134 abnormal
lesions[102]. The results of our pilot clinical trial are more consistent with
the cited imaging work. We have also found that the OPRS is capable of
distinguishing benign tissue from normal, precancerous, and cancerous tissue
with good sensitivity and specificity. Although it is more informative to report
AUC’s rather than a single point on the ROC curve, Table 2.5 lists the sen-
sitivity and specificity of OPRS for all diagnostic classification tasks for easy
comparison to work by others. In each case, the ROC threshold was chosen
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such that it gave both high sensitivity and high specificity. We suggest that
multiple diagnostically relevant features that can be extracted from a single
OPRS measurement are the key to its diagnostic performance.
Separation of normal tissue from SD yielded a sensitivity of 90% and
a specificity of 86%. Discrimination of identical looking benign lesions from
severe dysplasia was also achieved with high sensitivity (100%) and specificity
(85%). Evaluation of all dysplasia (including carcinoma) against normal or
benign tissue yielded sensitivity and specificities of 73% and 64%, and 86%
and 61% respectively. Lesser diagnostic grades such as mild dysplasia (MD)
and benign lesions do not require surgical resection, but must be monitored for
possible transformation to malignancy. OPRS was able to discriminant MD
from SD with a sensitivity of 80% and specificity of 83%. These compelling
findings emphasize the need for a large prospective study to assess OPRS
as an adjunct to clinical examination for the detection and monitoring of
precancerous and cancerous tissue.
2.7 Conclusion
The oral cavity has a variety of tissue architectures in addition to a
whole host of benign conditions such as leukoplakia, erythroplakia, and lichen
planus that can mask precancer and cancer. Using a multi-pronged approach
to discriminate the earliest stages of precancer could solve this problem. An
ideal pared down system would be simple, low-cost, robust, and noninvasive.
We believe that OPRS has the potential to fulfill these requirements. Our
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Table 2.5: Sensitivity and specificity of OPRS for all binary combinations of
four distinct histological groups: normal, benign, mild dysplasia, and severe
dysplasia.
studies showed good sensitivity and specificity they had cer-
tain limitations. The results by Wang et al. were limited by the
isolation of their study to a single oral cavity location !buccal
mucosa" and the similar history of carcinogenic exposure
!areca quid chewing and smoking". The results achieved by
Onizawa et al. and Kulapaditharom and Boonkitticharoen
could be attributed to increased porphyrin fluorescence with
dysplasia. However, Betz et al. indicated that porphyrin fluo-
rescence is not a good indicator of disease as it was only
present in one-third of tumors they studied and was also
present on normal tongue and gingival plaques.11
Overall spectroscopic studies have shown less optimistic
results. Muller et al. found a sensitivity and specificity of 64
and 90%, respectively, for separating dysplasia from cancer
using trimodal spectroscopy.16 De Veld et al. recently con-
cluded that neither diffuse reflectance spectroscopy nor tissue
autofluorescence !alone or in combination" could distinguish
benign tissue from dysplastic and cancerous tissue based on a
clinical trial of 134 abnormal lesions.54 The results of our
pilot clinical trial are more consistent with the cited imaging
work. We have also found that the OPRS is capable of distin-
guishing benign tissue from normal, precancerous, and can-
cerous tissue with good sensitivity and specificity. Although it
is more informative to report AUCs rather than a single point
on the ROC curve, Table 5 lists the sensitivity and specificity
of OPRS for all diagnostic classification tasks for easy com-
parison to work by others. In each case, the ROC threshold
was chosen such that it gave both high sensitivity and high
specificity. We suggest that multiple diagnostically relevant
features that can be extracted from a single OPRS measure-
ment are the key to its diagnostic performance.
Separation of normal tissue from SD yielded a sensitivity
of 90% and a specificity of 86%. Discrimination of identical
looking benign lesions from severe dysplasia was also
achieved with high sensitivity !100%" and specificity !85%".
Evaluation of all dysplasia !including carcinoma" against nor-
mal or benign tissue yielded sensitivities and specificities of
73 and 64% and 86 and 61%, respectively. Lesser diagnostic
grades such as MD and benign lesions do not require surgical
resection, but must be monitored for possible transformation
to malignancy. OPRS was able to discriminant MD from SD
with a sensitivity of 80% and specificity of 83%. These com-
pelling findings emphasize the need for a large prospective
study to assess OPRS as an adjunct to clinical examination for
the detection and monitoring of precancerous and cancerous
tissue.
5 Conclusion
The oral cavity has a variety of tissue architectures in addition
to a whole host of benign conditions such as leukoplakia,
erythroplakia, and lichen planus that can mask precancer and
cancer. Using a multipronged approach to discriminate the
earliest stages of precancer could solve this problem. An ideal
pared down system would be simple, low-cost, robust, and
noninvasive. We believe that OPRS has the potential to fulfill
these requirements. Our results from a preliminary pilot clini-
cal trial have demonstrated the ability of OPRS to discrimi-
nate, with high sensitivity and specificity, normal tissue from
high-grade dysplasia and cancer !SD". Further, OPRS can dis-
criminate visually identical lesions such as benign from SD
and benign from premalignant and malignant lesions. These
promising results suggest that OPRS has the potential to aug-
ment current clinical practice for diagnosis and monitoring of
oral premalignancies and malignancies.
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results from a preliminary pilot clinical trial have demonstrated the ability
of OPRS to discriminate, with high sensitivity and specificity, normal tissue
from high grade dysplasia an cancer (SD). Further, OPRS can discriminate
visually identical lesions such as benign from SD and benign from premalignant
and malignant lesions. These promising results suggest that OPRS has the
potential to augment current clinical practice for diagnosis and m nitoring of
oral premalignancies and malignancies.
This study ha also pointed out the importa ce of wavelength depen-
dencies. Some wavelengths may carry more diagnostic information than other
wavelengths as we did feature selection based on the most discriminatory wave-
length (Section 2.4.3.4). In the next chapter (Chapter 3, a novel method for
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spectral feature extraction will be presented to address spectral information
in optical spectroscopy analysis.
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Chapter 3
Adaptive spectral window sizes for extraction
of diagnostic features from optical spectra
In Chapter 2, the analysis for a oral cancer dataset is presented as a
pilot clinical trial. This chapter is modified from a manuscript accepted by
Journal of Biomedical Optics, “Adaptive spectral window sizes for extraction
of diagnostic features from optical spectra”.
Here we present an approach to adaptively adjust the spectral win-
dow sizes for optical spectra feature extraction. This adaptive windowing
technique ensures the signal linearity in defined windows; hence, adaptive
windowing technique retains more diagnostic information while using fewer
windows. This method was tested on the same dataset presented in Chapter 2
with the use of only the diffuse reflectance spectra. Eight features were ex-
tracted from each window. While adaptive and fixed size windowing perform
similarly, adaptive windowing utilizes significantly fewer windows than fixed
sized windows (Number of windows per spectrum: 8 vs. 16). Since adaptive
windows retain most diagnostic information while reducing the number of win-
dows needed for feature extraction, our results suggest that it isolates unique
diagnostic features in optical spectra.
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3.1 Background and motivation: spectral feature ex-
traction
As reviewed previously in Section 1.2.2, spectral feature extraction and
selection are critical in designing clinical decision support systems. There are
four major categories of feature extraction methods in spectral signal pro-
cessing: principal component analysis (PCA), model-based feature extraction,
spectral feature extraction, and hybrid feature extraction [2]. Quantitative
features are extracted from optical spectra to describe different spectral pat-
terns, while feature selection aids in the identification of those optically derived
features that are diagnostically relevant and the elimination of redundant fea-
tures that are strongly related to selected features. Minimizing the number of
features is important to reduce computation complexity, processing time, and
to prevent overtraining.
The method we utilize is a variation on statistical feature extraction,
which is a more heuristic approach to find the correlation between statistics
from spectroscopy and known pathology status. In prior studies, spectral fea-
tures of optical spectroscopy were extracted from the entire spectrum; how-
ever, that may not be optimal. Some groups investigated dividing the entire
spectrum into smaller spectral regions for feature extraction. When extract-
ing features from a spectral region, how large should the spectral region be?
Take the maximal intensity feature, for example; should we use global max-
imum of the entire spectrum? Or is a local maximum more meaningful? It
is widely accepted that some wavelengths may be more discriminatory than
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others [11, 34, 68] because light of different wavelengths behaves differently
when interacting with tissues. Features extracted from spectral regions help
us understand the underlying morphology and optical properties of the tis-
sue. Undoubtedly, the choice of spectral region for feature extraction makes a
difference in the performance of the extracted features [11, 34, 68].
A study by Bigio et al. employed spectral features extracted by divid-
ing the spectra into several spectral windows of a fixed width of 20 nm [1]. In
addition to the average intensities of spectral windows, slopes of these spectral
windows were also extracted as features because it was discovered that broad
(large-spectral-range) slope changes were observed for malignant conditions
due to enlarged and denser nuclei [1]. Mourant’s study on spectroscopic diag-
nosis of bladder cancer with elastic light scattering [34] used a similar method
of dividing the spectrum into smaller spectral bands (20 nm) and searching
for the most discriminatory one. However, the choice of spectral window size
was arbitrary in both of these prior studies.
In this study, we present an approach for adaptively adjusting the spec-
tral window sizes for feature extraction from optical spectra. This approach
uses simple linear regression to make a piecewise model of the measured opti-
cal spectra. Features such as average intensity and the slope and intercept of
the piecewise linear regression were investigated. By adaptively adjusting the
spectral window sizes, the trends in the data are captured more succinctly than
when a small fixed window size is used. In other words, this method reduces
the feature redundancies that exist when fixed-size windows are used for fea-
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ture extraction. The results of this study show that windowing techniques have
better diagnostic performance than no windowing. Also, adaptive windowing
have similar diagnostic power to fixed-sized windowing; however, adaptive win-
dows require significantly less windows than fixed-sized windows. This shows
that adaptive windowing technique preserves the information needed for diag-
nosis with fewer windows used. The main contribution of this adaptive window
approach is in statistical feature extraction. In addition, when choosing what
features to use, adaptive windowing is most appropriate when the statistical
features have linear relationships across windows, as theoretically illustrated
in Section 3.2.
3.2 Theoretical derivation
Within every spectral window, eight spectral features are extracted
to describe the signal (Table 3.1). In this section, we derive how adaptive
windows can reduce the redundancies from fixed sized windows. In particular,
we use an example where the adaptive window is exactly twice the size of a
fixed size window (see Figure 3.1); a proof under general conditions is not
applicable since adaptive windows are variable across spectra and can start
and end anywhere. In Figure 3.1 we can see an illustration of adaptive and
fixed-sized windows. The dashed line is the real spectrum, and solid line is the
fitted line. Windows 1 and 2 are fixed-sized windows while window 3 is the
adaptive window. For theoretical explanations, we assume that the dashed
line (measured signal) can be represented using the fitted line (solid line).
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of an adaptive window and two fixed windows. Dashed
line is the real spectrum, and straight line is the fitted line. Windows 1 and 2
are fixed-sized windows while window 3 is the adaptive window.
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Table 3.1: Eight spectral features were employed in this study. These local
features were extracted in each spectral window.
Feature Names Proposed by
1. slope from linear regression Bigio et al. [1] and Mourant et al. [34]
2. intercept from linear regression Mueller et al. [18]
3. minimum intensity new
4. average intensity Bigio et al. [1] and Mourant et al. [34]
5. median intensity new
6. maximum intensity new
7. standard deviation of the intensities Kamath et al. [32]
8. signal energy of the intensities Kamath et al. [32]
Table 3.1 lists the features that we explored. Column 2 references other
researchers that have used the given feature for diagnostic purposes. The eight
features are defined as follows: Features #1 and #2 are the slope and inter-
cept extracted from performing linear regression within each spectral window,
which remain the same between smaller fixed window sizes and larger win-
dows for a linear signal within the window. Features #3-#6 are, respectively,
minimum, average, medium, and maximum intensities. These are intensities
within the window and can vary with different window sizes. However, the
variation is linearly proportional. For example, in Figure 3.1, feature #3,
the minimal intensity, extracted from windows 1 and 2 differs only by an off-
set value. Therefore, there is a linear relationship in feature #3 extracted
from fixed-size windows (windows 1 and 2,) and adaptive windows (window
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3). Likewise, the values of features #4-#6 for fixed-size windows (windows 1
and 2,) and adaptive windows (window 3) are linearly proportional. Feature
#7 is the standard deviation of the intensities in the window. The standard











where I(i) is the intensity at the i-th wavelength point, N is the number


















































































































(Ī1 − Ī2)2 (3.12)
Therefore, from Equation (3.11), we can conclude that feature #7 has a linear
relationship between adaptive windows and fixed windows.






where N is the number of spectral points inside the spectral window (i.e., the
number of wavelengths) and I(i) is the intensity at the ith point in the spectral










SE3 = SE1 + SE2 (3.15)
From the derivation above, we conclude that features extracted from
larger windows identified by the adaptive windowing technique are linearly
related to features extracted from smaller, fixed-size windows. Thus, the
adaptive windowing technique should enable the use of a smaller number of
windows, with little loss of diagnostic information.
3.3 Materials and Methods
3.3.1 Overview
We compare three windowing techniques: (1) No windowing is per-
formed, i.e., features are extracted from all wavelengths 400 nm to 725 nm,
(2) Fixed window size of 20 nm (window size adopted from literature [1]), (3)




This analysis used a diffuse reflectance spectroscopy dataset that was
described in detail in Section 2.4.1 [43]. In this chapter, we used only the diffuse
reflectance subset of the OPRS data set since diffuse reflectance spectroscopy
is more commonly used than polarized reflectance spectroscopy. Moreover,
the purpose of this study is to demonstrate the effectiveness of a new window-
ing method that can be used with a broad range of spectral data; thus, the
selection of a particular spectroscopy technique as an exemplar is arbitrary.
3.3.3 Preprocessing
The spectra were normalized to remove inter-patient variation (refer
to Section 1.2.1). As described by our previous chapter (Chapter 2 [43]), the
spectra were dark subtracted, then divided by the diffuse reflectance from a
white standard (Labsphere, SRS-99) to correct for the spectral response of the
system and spectral profile of the source. Then each spectrum was normalized
by dividing each intensity value by the intensity at 420 nm. No downsampling
was performed in this study because detailed data were needed for piecewise
linear regression.
3.3.4 Piecewise Linear Regression for Spectral Feature Extraction
We developed an algorithm to adaptively adjust the spectral window
size for feature extraction from optical spectra. The spectral window sizes are
maximized given defined acceptable linear fits on the spectrum.
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Our method first sets an initial spectral window size of 5 nm. The
choice of this initial spectral window size is based on the spectral resolution (5
nm) of our measured spectra. The spectral window size is iteratively increased
by 5 nm and simple linear regression is performed within the spectral window.
A stopping criterion of R2 of 0.8 is applied to ensure the goodness of each
fit. The spectral window size, and stopping criterion can be adjusted if other
spectroscopy data, such as fluorescence spectra, are used. This algorithm
ensures each piece of the linear model achieves the largest possible window
size to fit a linear regression line with an R2 value of 0.8 or greater. Once the
R2 value falls below 0.8, the iteration ends, and the starting position of the
next window is set at the ending position of the current window. The new
window size is re-initialized to 5 nm and the calculation for R2 is repeated.
3.3.5 Feature extraction
Within every spectral window, eight spectral features are extracted to
describe the signal (Table 3.1). Six features have been used previously by oth-
ers to capture diagnostic information to detect cancer. These features were
used to detect cancer in various organ sites - oral [18, 32], breast [1], and blad-
der [34], with diffuse reflectance spectroscopy [1, 18, 32, 34] and fluorescence
spectroscopy [18].
Features #1, #2 #4, #7, and #8 are adopted from literature [1, 18, 32,
34]. In these previous studies, the features were extracted and fed to classifiers
or clustering methods as inputs. In our study, we try to leverage this by
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extracting similar features to investigate the effect of adaptive windowing.
We contribute novel features #3, #5, and #6, which are the minimum,
median, and maximum intensities, respectively, within each spectral window.
These extreme points (maximum, minimum) provide additional information
not represented by other summary features such as the slope and intercept.
Note that the features used in this chapter differ from those extracted
in Chapter 2. This is because we are investigating regional wavelength bands
here, but not just extracting one general feature for the entire spectrum.
3.3.6 Performance evaluation
In this study, and generally in spectroscopy data processing, perfor-
mance is evaluated based on individual windows. In other words, performances
of wavelength bands are evaluated separately. This step is necessary for two
reasons. First, the number of features is very large if all of the wavelengths
are involved in the analysis, especially with fixed size windows. Second, this
method can provide important insights for instrument development. Analyzing
different wavelength bands enables measurements only at certain wavelengths
making it inherently suitable for filter based imaging instrumentation design.
The wavelength-based performance analysis uses all eight features ex-
tracted from a window to predict which of the two diagnostic categories each
spectrum belongs. We consider only two of the possible diagnostic tasks in
order to simplify the analyses: 1. Normal vs. MD+SD 2. Benign vs. MD+SD
Task 1 is very commonly studied in the literature because it is assumed
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to be pathologically the most distinct comparison [43]. Task 2 is arguably
the most important task clinically, since distinguishing disease cases from vi-
sually abnormal but pathologically benign cases is the key challenge faced by
the physician. In our analyses, three windowing techniques are evaluated, as
described earlier in Section 4.1, (1) no windowing, (2) fixed size windowing,
and (3) adaptive windowing. For each window throughout the spectrum, the
eight features listed in Table 1 are extracted. A two-class Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA) classifier (refer to Section 1.2.4) is used to combine the eight
features. Leave-one-out cross-validation strategy is employed and the area
under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) (refer to
Section 1.2.5) is used as an evaluation metric for the diagnostic power of each
wavelength. The features are extracted from each window, but the AUCs are
evaluated per wavelength because the window definitions vary across spectra.
One AUC value is reported for each window. Therefore, in windowing
methods (2) and (3), the wavelength space is divided into fixed or adaptive
sized windows, so each window results in one AUC value. In comparison, in
method (1) wherein no windowing technique is used, only one set of features
is extracted, so there is only one AUC value for the entire wavelength space.
3.3.7 De-noising
Noisy data can interfere with classifier training. We used two proce-
dures for de-noising: (1) Thresholding on classifier outputs and (2) Outlier
removal. These two procedures are described as follows.
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Thresholding on classifier outputs uses the classifier output values to
identify situations where the classifier has not been properly trained. Specif-
ically, if all of the normalized classifier outputs fall in the range 0.4 to 0.6 (0
being negative cases and 1 positive cases), the classifier has not been effectively
trained to distinguish between the target groups. Likewise, if the mean classi-
fier output for the positive cases is smaller than the mean classifier output for
negative cases, then the classifier has not been effectively trained to distinguish
between the two classes. If either of these two criteria is met, we consider the
predictive LDA model to be too noisy to make a proper prediction, and we
remove this LDA and its corresponding AUC in our analysis.
Unlike thresholding of classifier outputs, outlier removal is performed
to identify a particular spectrum as distinct from all other spectra. Outlier
removal is performed in the feature space and it is based on the Mahalanobis
distance (MDist) measure [110]. The MDist is a multivariate measure (in
square units) of the separation of an unknown dataset from a known set (with
mean µ and covariance matrix S) in space. The Mahalanobis distance of
a dataset when applied to itself can be used to find outliers. It has been
shown that for a large sample of multivariate normal data, the MDist follows
approximately a chi-square distribution with the degrees of freedom being the
number of the variables [110]. We consider a spectrum to be an outlier if its
MDist is larger than the critical point (significance level α=0.001) of the chi-
square distribution with the degrees of freedom being the number of variables
participating in the MDist. The de-noising of the data is different from the
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preprocessing step described in section 4.3. The de-noising of the data is
necessary because it removes unwanted information from the feature space,
while the data preprocessing rescales the data from the spectroscopic space.
3.3.8 Statistical comparison of AUC values
A bootstrapping technique was used to estimate the significance of the
observed difference in the AUC between LDA models [64]. P values below
the conventional threshold of 0.05 were regarded as statistically significant.
In some comparisons in this study, a few cases were removed by the outlier
identification algorithm for one windowing method but not the other. For
example, case #19 is removed in adaptive windowing in Normal vs. MD+SD,
but not removed in the fixed windows analysis. In order to compare the two
windowing techniques, we remove all of the cases that are defined as outliers
in either of the two methods under study.
3.3.9 Studying the effects of different initialization points
In principle, the initialization point of the first spectral window in piece-
wise linear regression may be a factor that affects performance. In other words,
different starting points may cause the entire spectrum to be adaptively di-
vided into different windows. To investigate this possibility, we experimented
with multiple initialization points to determine if different initialization points
result in different piecewise linear regression models. Three different experi-
ments were conducted:
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(1) Small range variations of initialization points: Several initialization
points were used: 400, 405, 407, 410, 415, and 420 nm. Since these changes
are small, we start the windows from these initialization points, and discard
the data points before the initialization points. We then visually assess these
regression models and the window definitions.
(2) Larger range variations of initialization points: three initialization
points were tested: 400, 562, and 725 nm. These points represent the smallest,
the middle, and the largest wavelengths in our data. Since these variations
are too large to discard any data as in our first experiment, we modified the
window growing direction. For 400 nm, we start from the left and grow to the
right. For 562 nm, we start at the middle of the spectra and grow both to the
left and to the right. For 725 nm, we start from the right end and grow solely
to the left. We then visually assess these regression models and the window
definitions.
(3) For all those window definitions obtained from steps (1) and (2),
we extract features from these windows with different initialization points and
evaluate the AUC to see whether the initialization point is an important factor
for adaptive windowing technique.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Piecewise linear regression models
Sample results of our piecewise linear regression model are shown in
Figure 3.2. These four examples show diffuse reflectance spectra measured on
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four sites with different histopathology statuses (solid curves). These mea-
sured spectra are fitted by our piecewise linear regression models to iteratively
search for maximum window sizes with acceptable goodness of fit (dashed
curves). These fitted piecewise linear models define different sizes of spectral
windows for feature extraction. These fitted spectra are not intended to replace
measured signals; on the contrary, features are extracted from the measured
spectra.
A qualitative look at these piecewise linear regression models reveals
that the regression models capture most of the variability within each spec-
trum; thus, most of the spectral information is retained while the number of
windows needed in feature extraction is reduced relative to using a smaller
fixed window size. For example, Figure 3.2(a) has a window that starts at 425
nm and ends at 500 nm, a window size of 175 nm, which is about 9 times the
size of the 20 nm fixed windows. This larger spectral window captures the
relevant features necessary for classification that are also contained in several
smaller windows, but using one large window has less redundancy. The fea-
tures slope (Features #2) and intercept (Feature #3) are the same with big
or small windows. The intensities features (Features #4 - #7) may change
for bigger windows, but they are linearly proportional as shown in previous
theoretical derivations (Section 3) such that the classifier will compensate for
it. Therefore, this piecewise linear regression method decreases the redun-
dancies in feature extraction relative to a fixed window size. An important






Figure 3.2: Sample diffuse reflectance spectra for (a) Normal (b) Benign (c)
MD (d) SD patients. The solid curve indicates the measured diffuse reflectance
spectrum, while the dashed curve indicate indicates the fitted spectrum based
on our piecewise linear regression model.
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dows to cover regions that behave similarly. In other words, several fixed size
windows may cover a wide range of the spectrum that could instead be rep-
resented equally effectively in a single window. Adaptive windowing, on the
other hand, preserves diagnostic information while decreasing the redundancy.
3.4.2 Feature extraction
After defining the adaptive windows, eight features are extracted from
each window. In this section, we evaluate the three windowing techniques
(no windowing, fixed size windowing, and adaptive windowing) by looking
at the AUC performances, and the feature redundancies of each windowing
technique.
In Table 3.2, we compare the predictive power of the three windowing
techniques. For each window, all eight features were used to train a LDA
classifier via leave-one-out cross validation to obtain the AUC. Since there
are multiple windows involved in windowing techniques (fixed size, adaptive
windows), multiple AUCs are reported. In Table 3.2, the maximum and the
median AUCs of each windowing method are listed. The classifiers based on
features extracted from adaptive windows or fixed-size windows outperform
the classifier based on features extracted from the entire spectrum (no win-
dowing). This same trend is apparent for both the Normal vs. MD+SD and
Benign vs. MD+SD classification tasks. Specifically, the maximum AUC of
classifiers trained on features extracted from adaptive windows (max AUC =
0.73) is statistically significantly (p = 0.04) larger than that of the classifier
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Table 3.2: Statistics from three windowing techniques. The maximum and
median AUCs for LDA classifiers trained using all eight features from each
spectral window. Pairwise comparison of the windowing techniques found
that the maximum AUC for both the adaptive and fixed window technique
perform significantly better (p = 0.04) than the no windowing method for the
classification task Normal vs. MD+SD. Both the adaptive and fixed window
techniques also showed improved performance (p = 0.04 and 0.01) over the
no windowing technique for the classification task Benign vs. MD+SD. For
both classification tasks, the median AUC did not show statistically better
performance over the no windowing technique. The results demonstrate the
value of windowing, as adaptive/fixed windowing higher maximum AUCs than
no windowing. It also suggests that the adaptive windowing technique yields
classifiers as effective as the fixed windowing technique.
based on feature extracted from the entire spectrum (no windowing, AUC =
0.61) for Normal vs. MD+SD. Likewise, the maximum AUC of the classifiers
trained based on features extracted from fixed windows (max AUC = 0.73)
is statistically significantly larger (p = 0.04) than that of the classifier based
on features extracted from the entire spectrum (no windowing, max AUC =
0.61) for Normal vs. MD+SD and also for Benign vs. MD+SD with adaptive
(max AUC 0.79 vs. AUC 0.68, p = 0.04) and fixed windows (max AUC 0.83
vs. AUC 0.68, p = 0.01). From these statistical analyses, we found that the
maximum AUCs by windowing techniques are all higher than no windowing
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techniques, in both Normal vs. MD+SD and Benign vs. MD+SD. And these
AUCs are significantly higher (p < 0.05) in all of 4 comparisons.
Since the maximum AUCs represent the best diagnostic power of the
spectrum across all wavelengths, we showed that windowing techniques provide
better diagnostic accuracy than no windowing. Moreover, the classifiers based
on adaptive windows are as good as those based on fixed windows in both
Normal vs. MD+SD and Benign vs. MD+SD. On the other hand, the median
AUCs for both Normal vs. MD+SD and Benign vs. MD+SD did not show
a statistically significant improvement over the no windowing technique. The
results tell us that the median AUCs of windowing and those of no windowing
are similar. This is equivalent to comparing a group of mediocre performers to
the average of all performers. Therefore, comparison of median performance
does not predict which window has the most diagnostic power.
In addition to evaluating the windowing techniques based on the re-
sulting classifier efficacy, we also investigated the efficiency of the classifiers.
Specifically, we examined the number of unique features extracted, the average
number of windows used per spectrum, and the total number of windows used
(Table 3.3). The unique features are calculated by simply removing repeated
features extracted in our program. These repeated features are commonly
seen in fixed-size windows. For both the Normal vs. MD+SD and Benign vs.
MD+SD diagnostic tasks, the adaptive windowing technique requires fewer
windows (8 windows instead of 16) but produces more unique features (60
unique features instead of 17) relative to the fixed windowing method. This
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Table 3.3: This table shows numbers of unique features extracted, and the
numbers of windows per spectrum. It shows that adaptive windows require
fewer windows on average, but produces the most unique features. The reason
that “no windowing technique” has 44 and 35 total number of windows instead
of 1 is because there are 44 and 35 spectra in each case, and each spectrum
has one window.
comparison demonstrates that adaptive windowing is able to maximize the
information obtained in one window, and consequently reduce the number of
windows needed to maintain the diagnostic power. In other words, adaptive
windowing avoids the use of redundant windows that are employed by the
fixed-size windowing method. Likewise, while reducing the number of data
points used for feature extraction, the number of unique features remains high
in adaptive windows. The adaptive windowing technique is able to retain the
variability of data while reducing the data dimensionality in feature space.
This observation agrees with our theoretical assessment in Section 3.2
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that adaptive windowing preserves information by using a larger adaptive win-
dow to cover the region where fixed size windows behave similarly and extract
similar and redundant features.
3.4.3 Effect of different initialization points
As described in Section 3.3.9, there are three experiments conducted.
First, the adaptive windowing technique was applied with different ini-
tialization points: 400, 405, 407, 410, 415, and 420 nm (Figure 3.3). In Fig-
ure 3.3, we selected one spectrum of category SD to visualize the window
definitions of different initialization points. It is visually apparent that the
adaptive windows definitions are only slightly shifted from each other. For
a range of 20 nm changes in initialization points, the window definitions are
only shifted within 10 nm. Compared to the wavelength span of 325 nm (400-
725) of the spectra, the shift is very small. Hence, from our first experiment,
since the window definitions are similar, the features extracted from windows
identified with different initialization points should be similar. We further
investigated this in the third experiment. In the second experiment, we inves-
tigated a larger range of the initialization points. Since the ranges are larger,
we modified the algorithm such that we do not discard the spectral data to
the left of the initialization point (as we did in the previous experiment). The
modified version of the algorithm grows windows to the left or right side of the
initialization point. Three initialization points were tested: 400 (the small-
est wavelength), 562 (the median of the wavelengths), and 725 (the largest
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Figure 3.3: Adaptive window technique applied on a spectrum with variable
initialization points within a small range. This is one example out of the 57
spectra in the dataset. The patient belongs to pathology group SD. The solid
black curve is the measured spectrum, and the dashed straight lines are the
windows. It shows that in this example, variable initialization points do not
affect the window definitions very much, i.e. the changes are within 10 nm,
which is 1.4% of the entire spectrum.
wavelength). The results are shown in Figure 3.4. Similar to Figure 3.3, In
Figure 3.3, the same spectrum is used to visualize the window definitions of
different initialization points. By visually assessing the window definitions,
we can see that the initialization point of 400 and 562 nm have more similar
window definitions; while the ones with 725 nm have larger variations from
those of 400 and 562 nm.
In the third experiment, we tested the performance of these different ini-
tialization points. We calculated the AUCs for the classifiers based on features
extracted from the adaptive windows defined by these different initialization
points. All eight features are used to train an LDA classifier using leave-one-
out cross validation. The maximum AUC ranges from 0.65 to 0.82 (Table 4)
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Figure 3.4: Adaptive window technique applied on a spectrum with variable
initialization points within a large range. This is one example out of the 57
spectra in the dataset. The patient belongs to pathology group SD. The solid
black curve is the measured spectrum, and the dashed straight lines are the
windows. In this experiment, the initialization points differ in a larger range
than the previous experiment (shown in Figure 3.3). Windows “grow” to either
left or right side of the initialization point they grow to the right with 400 nm
initialization, to both left and right with 562 nm, to left side with 725 nm. In
this example, it shows that the window definitions are visually similar for 400
and 562 nm, but the ones with 725 nm are visually distinguishable.
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based on the choice of initialization point. Similarly, the median AUC ranges
from 0.56 to 0.66 based on the choice of the initialization point. Conversely,
the AUCs for fixed windows do not change at all with different initialization
points. These results in Table 4 give us two interesting perspectives: first, the
adaptive windowing technique has flexibility to achieve higher AUC (0.82) to
outperform fixed windowing (0.73). However, this also raises the concern that
the adaptive windowing has variability where it is not guaranteed to have the
optimum performance and consistency in terms of the initialization points. In
other words, the initialization point needs to be optimized to produce the best
performance. Second, while the window definitions of initialization points 400
nm and 725 nm may seem very different, their AUCs are not that different.
The AUCs for the 725 nm and 405 nm initialization points are the same (AUC
= 0.78). Therefore, optimizing the AUC from adaptive window does not re-
quire running through all the possible wavelengths. Instead, running a number
of initialization points in a small range and looking for the best AUC may be
sufficient; in our example, we considered 6 points in 20 nm. This 20 nm range
is adjustable, and needs to correspond with the starting window size of the
adaptive window-defining algorithm.
3.5 Discussion
We investigated the impact on classifier performance of using three
different windowing techniques: adaptive windowing or fixed size windowing,
compared to using no windowing. The results in Table 2 show that significant
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differences in the AUCs (p < 0.05) were observed using classifiers trained on
features extracted when windowing techniques were employed and classifiers
trained on features extracted from the entire spectrum (i.e., no windowing)
for two diagnostic tasks (Normal vs. MD+SD and Benign vs. MD+SD). In
other words, from the observations in maximum AUCs, either windowing tech-
nique is better than no windowing in terms of providing accurate diagnostic
information. This result agrees with previous studies on different optical spec-
troscopy datasets [11, 31] that chose fixed-size windowing techniques. Bigio
et al. [1] divided the measured spectrum into fixed-size wavelength bands of
20 nm from 330 - 750 nm, followed by feature extraction of average intensity
within the wavelength band, and then PCA to reduce dimensionality for input
to an Artificial Neural Network (ANN). In addition, Johnson et al. [31] also
used PCA to select only the wavelength regions with large variability. These
studies divide spectra into wavelength bands under the assumption that some
wavelengths bands have more diagnostic power. The statistically significant
AUCs observed in our study verify this hypothesis.
We also found that significant differences were not observed between
adaptive and fixed-size windowing, suggesting that these two windowing tech-
niques perform equally well in the two diagnostic tasks explored. This under-
scores the main focus of this study: that adaptive windows capture piecewise
linear information in a more adaptive and flexible fashion. From the compari-
son of classifiers based on fixed-sized windows and adaptive-sized windows, we
conclude that adaptive windowing more efficiently captures diagnostically rel-
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evant spectral features without a statistically significant decrease in classifier
performance.
Our adaptive window technique defines spectral feature extraction re-
gions using linear regression (Figure 3.1). We utilize features that capture the
linearity of the spectrum. Therefore, it is intuitive that this adaptive window-
ing technique captures regional changes more efficiently than fixed size win-
dowing. To further support this intuition, we also showed both theoretically
(Section 3.2) and experimentally (Section 3.4) that the adaptive windows have
less redundancy than fixed windows. The purpose of our theoretical deriva-
tions is to prove that features extracted from two fixed-size windows can be
replaced by features extracted from a single adaptive window. To achieve this,
we examined a common situation (Figure 3.1) where the signal in two fixed-
size windows (window 1, window 2) and one adaptive-sized window (window
3) share the same regression line (the solid line). In this case, we demonstrated
that the adaptive-sized window has all the information that the fixed-size win-
dows can provide, while reducing the data size by half. In our derivation, we
successfully showed that all of the features we chose have a linear relationship,
proving that the adaptive-sized window can completely represent the fixed-size
windows. Adaptive windows can be viewed as linear combinations of smaller
and potentially redundant fixed sized windows. We further showed a decrease
in the redundancy of diagnostic information in Table 3.3. The average and
total number of windows used is lower for adaptive windows than fixed size win-
dows. Furthermore, adaptive windows provide more unique features extracted
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from the overall dataset. While the dimensionality of the feature space was
reduced, there were no significant AUC differences observed between adaptive
windows and fixed sized windows. Therefore, adaptive windowing is capable of
teasing out unwanted redundancies that are inherent in fixed-sized windowing
methods.
To investigate the uniqueness of the adaptive windows, we applied dif-
ferent initialization points to adaptive windowing. In an effort to minimize
computation time, we restricted optimization of the initialization point to the
range 400 - 420 nm. We also investigated two initialization points within a
larger range (562 nm, 725 nm). The results of visual assessment showed that
with a variation of 20 nm in initialization points, the resulting adaptive win-
dows only have a 10 nm range shifts. The highest AUC (0.82) was found
for an initialization point of 407 nm. An exhaustive search over the entire
wavelength range may provide better AUC. However, while larger variations
in the initialization point (562 nm and 725 nm) shows detectable differences of
window definitions, their AUCs do not show significant improvement for this
data set. These results demonstrate that the choice of initialization point is
important and can affect AUC. AUCs for fixed windows do not change with
different initialization points. Depending on the initialization point, the adap-
tive window AUCs can have better performance than both the no window
technique and the fixed window method. Consequently, the adaptive window
method has flexibility to achieve higher accuracy to predict the disease.
Decreasing redundancies in features can be very beneficial. In practical
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instrumentation design, memory can be an important concern when trying to
implement rapid diagnostic analysis of patient spectra. Adaptive windowing
has fewer features extracted, thus, less computational memory is required.
In addition, a large number of features with limited number of subjects often
lead to overtraining of classifiers. Reducing the dimensionality of feature space
helps alleviate overtraining. In previous studies we surveyed, overtraining con-
cern is dealt with by applying PCA to reduce the dimensionality. However,
PCA removes all physical property information, limiting understanding of un-
derlying biophysical processes during disease progression. Therefore, the adap-
tive windowing technique is preferred over PCA for reducing the dimension-
ality. A further benefit of adaptive windowing is that it permits the isolation
of unique diagnostic features without a priori knowledge of tissue properties.
This unbiased perspective can be used as a complement to physical models
of light tissue interaction, aiding the elucidation of the biophysical processes
underlying disease development.
In this study, we tested an adaptive windowing algorithm on a dif-
fuse reflectance spectroscopy dataset. We note that our adaptive method may
be suitable for other spectroscopy signals if the spectra have a smooth pat-
tern similar to that found in diffuse reflectance spectroscopy or fluorescence
spectroscopy. In other words, when the tendency of spectrum is smooth (not
having too many peaks in a short wavelength range), the adaptive windowing
technique significantly reduces the number of windows used relative to a fixed
size windowing approach. When the signal has high variation in one specific
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wavelength band, such as in a Raman spectrum, the number of adaptive win-
dows becomes larger than that of fixed windows. However, in that situation,
adaptive windows might be beneficial for segmentation of peaks.
3.6 Conclusion
In recent years, there has been a debate on which diagnostic algorithm
to use for bio-optical cancer detection modalities [12]. Various analysis meth-
ods have been used, including model-based analysis, statistics-based analysis,
and hybrid analyses (Section 1.2.2). This chapter focuses on providing a new
aspect for statistics-based analysis. First, we verified the hidden assumption
by Bigio et al. [11] and Johnson et al. [31] that wavelength bands (defined
by fixed-size windows) need to be separated in analyses because they have
different diagnostic power. Second, we proposed a new adaptive windowing
technique that avoids the feature redundancies from fixed-size windows fea-
ture extraction. Since adaptive windows retain most diagnostic information
while reducing the number of windows needed for feature extraction, our re-
sults suggest that it is useful for data compression in optical spectra feature
extraction.
As described in Chapters 2 and 3, I have developed algorithms for
analyzing optical spectra for making clinical predictions for diagnosis. One
thing remained a question: are these optical signals “good enough” for us
to make predictions? are they probing the tissue regions where cancer and
precancer appear? In the following chapter, we have put in effort to investigate
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the light propagation in tissue to answer these questions.
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Chapter 4
“Virtual probe design”: Monte Carlo
simulation in the design of diagnostic
instrumentation
In the previous chapters, we focused on analyzing the optical spectral
signals to make diagnostic predictions. In this chapter, a Monte Carlo sim-
ulation is build to model light propagation in multiple layered tissue. This
simulation tool (Pol-MC) was originally developed by Dr. Daniel Côté [122],
with several extended implementations described in this chapter. Pol-MC
uses Mie scattering instead of Henyey-Greenstein as its phase function, which
is closer to reality. This simulation method provides researcher a novel aspect
of utilizing simulation as “virtual design tool” to guide the design of instru-
mentation. It offers desirable information that are unavailable in experiments,
such as the maximum signal-to-noise ratio.
4.1 Background: modeling light-tissue interaction
Polarized light sources, and polarization-sensitive detectors, have been
used to provide better separation between shallow and deep signals collected
from tissue. This is highly advantageous, as cancer generally originates near
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the surface layers of organs, and therefore, statistics with more diagnostic
relevance will be obtained from these enhanced superficial signals. For ex-
ample, polarized incident light and polarization-enabled collection fibers have
been widely used to probe the structure of superficial tissue. This superfi-
cial signal enhancement is due largely to the fact that a significant difference
between singly and multiply scattered light is that the latter does not pre-
serve the incident polarization. It has been shown both experimentally and
in simulation that polarized light is useful in studying tissue, and that tissue
properties can be extracted through changes in the light’s polarization state
[20, 80, 83, 85, 111–115].
Radiative transfer theory (RTT) and the associated radiative transfer
equation (RTE) [41, 116], is a general theory dealing with the transport of
energy through physical media, such as scattering media. The RTT has been
the most successful technique applied to the modelling of light propagation
in tissue. However, due to its inherent complexity, various approximations
have been proposed to simplify the RTE. These approximations concern con-
straints on the distribution of the sizes of the scatters, constraints on whether
scattering or absorption dominates the optical properties, and constraints on
whether polarization is or is not included in the model [117, 118]. For exam-
ple, the diffusion approximation is a low order analytical solution to the RTE,
which most commonly assumes multiple scattering events in the tissue and ne-
glects any polarization of the propagating light. Such approximations however,
are not always appropriate; and therefore, a numerical solution to the RTE
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is desirable. The Monte Carlo technique provides a descriptive and rigorous
numerical solution to the RTE. In general, photon Monte Carlo methods are
a type of stochastic integration technique, which solve the RTE through the
use of a 3D random walk of energy packets, or “photons”, through the tissue
volume. Although these methods provide accurate solutions, the drawback
of Monte Carlo methods is that an extremely large number of photons must
be simulated in order to produce statistically reliable results. Monte Carlo
Multi Layer (MCML), implemented by Wang et al. [119], is one of the most
commonly known implementations of Monte Carlo. Although MCML does
not consider polarization, it is considered the standard of the field because it
has been tested and validated extensively. More recent Monte Carlo imple-
mentations do incorporate polarization [112, 120–126], although many of these
implementations are limited in other respects. For example, most polarized
Monte Carol implementations offer only very limited geometric capability; for
example, they do not allow modelling of multiple layers, or of complex objects
or of more physically realistic scattering descriptions [112, 115, 120–122]. For
these reasons, only a very few contemporary Monte Carlo implementations are
practically useful for instrumentation design and validation.
When light is used for diagnosis, it is important to ensure that it travels
through target areas where cancer and pre-cancer are located. Liu et al. [121]
investigated the depth selectivity of polarization gating for tissue characteri-
zation, and concluded that polarization-gated signal is generated primarily by
photons emerging from the surface of the medium within a few mean free path
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lengths from the point of incidence. This study, however, was done considering
only one layer of tissue. Guo et al. [126] studied the pathlength distribution
of polarized light in turbid media, and concluded that the average pathlength
of polarization-preserving photons was two to three times smaller than the av-
erage pathlength of all collected photons (i.e., where collected photons include
all polarizations).
Several fundamental questions must be addressed in order to evaluate
the effectiveness of the use of polarization for diagnostic purposes. What are
the specific signals collected by parallel and perpendicular polarizers? Is the
penetration depth of the light significantly different for multiple layer models?
What is the relationship between penetration depth and pathlength? Can
signals be discriminated through the use of singly scattered and multiply scat-
tered light? And most importantly, is the instrument actually effectively col-
lecting the signal from the target layer, which is the precancer layer? Answers
to these questions will be critical to guide the development of new diagnostic
instrumentation, and in addition to validate existing instrumentation designs.
Particularly important are considerations of how probe geometry affects the
collection of light. For example, in a previous study by our group, a probe was
developed to improve the depth resolution by using beveled collection fibers
[127], and it would be beneficial to be able to use simulation to validate the
signal-to-noise ratio achievable through the use of this type of angled-fiber de-
sign in comparison to simpler probe designs using only a flat collection fibers.
In this study, we use a polarization-sensitive Monte Carlo simulation
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(Pol-MC) to aid in the design of instrumentation for the early detection of
epithelial cancer. In contrast to other Monte Carlo implementations, which
primarily use the Henyey-Greenstein phase function, the Pol-MC numerical
code accurately calculates scattering phase functions based on comprehensive
Mie theory calculations, and fully retains polarization information at both
scattering and interface transitions. In addition to these advanced features,
we have extended the Pol-MC capability to include full multilayer capability,
as well as the capability to use scattering mixture-models, which enable a
physically realistic treatment for complex scattering media such as biological
tissue.
By analysis of simulation results, we compared the use of angled and
flat detector geometries in a hypothetical diagnostic instrument. Further, by
taking advantage of the stochastic nature of the Monte Carlo technique it-
self, we are able to evaluate information not normally accessible through any
physical measurement; for example, we are able to evaluate the maximum
possible signal-to-background ratio achievable by the instrument through the
sub-classification of scattered photon paths, as represented in the simulation,
and this information is also applicable to assist in the development of algo-
rithms for the analysis of the instrument’s measurements. These promising
results provide a proof-of-concept for the application of this type of stochastic
computational technique to diagnostic instrument design.
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4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Polarization sensitive Monte Carlo simulations (Pol-MC)
The numerical simulation of polarization sensitive Monte Carlo is per-
formed using a program, Pol-MC, developed by Dr. Daniel Côté [122]. Several
implementation extensions, including multiple layers, geometry checks, detec-
tor implementations, and analysis tools, are developed by the authors of this
study.
4.2.1.1 Geometry
The simulation geometry to Pol-MC is specified by a user-supplied in-
put file, in XML format, which may be quite general, and defines the relative
positions and optical properties of a collection of geometric objects, such as
boxes, infinite layers, and cylinders, at specified locations, along with a number
of possible photon source types. In addition to geometric attributes, several op-
tical attributes characterize each object: such as the size of scatters, refractive
index for the scatter and its surrounding medium, and absorption coefficient
µa and scattering coefficient µs. Boundaries of geometric objects are repre-
sented through the use of primitive surface elements, which then collectively
specify the complete geometry. For example, a box has six surface elements, an
infinite layer has two, and significantly more complicated “generic” objects are
possible which can be represented through the import of any suitable surface
mesh. In addition to its location, each surface element retains a set of local
basis vectors consisting of two unit vectors (a and b) in the plane of the sur-
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face element and a unit normal vector(n̂), pointing towards the exterior of the
object for which the surface element forms part of the boundary. The check
for geometric consistency using these surface basis vectors is a critical part of
our multilayer implementation, which is further discussed in Section 4.2.2.2.
4.2.1.2 Photon propagation
Once the simulation geometry and the illumination sources are fully
specified, multiple photons propagating through the tissue geometry are sim-
ulated. At each scattering event, interface transition, and or collection or
termination event, the program accumulates statistics on current properties
of the associated photon. The “photon” structure itself holds the current


























where E‖ and E⊥ are the complex electric field components. I represents
the intensity of the beam, Q and U represent the linear polarization, and V
represents the circular polarization. The specific definitions of E‖ and E⊥ are
with respect to an arbitrarily selected plane of reference including the direction
of propagation. The sense is chosen so that E⊥ × E‖ is in the direction of
propagation. Whenever a scattering event takes place, this plane of reference
is defined so that it is the plane containing both the incident and the scattered
beams[41]. This plane of reference is no longer arbitrary thereafter.
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Each photon interaction event occurs statistically, with a distance d
determined from the probability distribution exp(−µtd), where the extinction
coefficient µt is the sum of the scattering and absorption coefficients µs + µa.
The photon is then moved by this distance d, while appropriately treating any
intervening interfaces [119].
4.2.1.3 Mie scattering
As described previously, a key difference between an advanced contem-
porary Monte Carlo implementation such as Pol-MC and a classical Monte
Carlo implementation such as MCML is in the treatment of polarization.
When a scattering event takes place, both the polarization state and the prop-
agation direction of the photon change. Higher order Mie theory calculations
are used to model scattering in Pol-MC; thus, both the polarization state and
the propagation direction are updated at each scattering event. As Mie the-
ory in general describes quite complex scattering phase functions, which have
no analytic inverse, stochastic sampling algorithms must be applied to gen-
erate distribution function samples corresponding to these phase functions.
The Mueller matrix of the scattering event is obtained through the use of the
SCATMECH library developed by Germer, which is available to the public
[128]. Using the Mueller matrix of the scatterer and the current polarization
state of the photon, a scattering plane and a scattering angle are statistically
sampled. The probability density distribution P (θ, φ) of scattering events in
a small solid angle around θ and φ is P (θ, φ) ≡ I · S′sinθ. This probability
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density distribution itself is sampled by the algorithm presented by Jaillon
[123].
4.2.2 Contributions to Pol-MC
4.2.2.1 Multiple layers implementation
Côté’s [122] original implementation of Pol-MC did not allow the con-
venient simulation of complex multilayer structures. Prior to the extensions
implemented by the authors, all the simulation objects were required to be
placed in the interior of the “World” object, which was defined to be vacuum
medium; further, object surfaces could not be coincident, that is, no touch-
ing layers were possible. In order to correctly treat this latter case, when
objects in the simulated space are touching, it is necessary to specially treat
this case of coincident surfaces. In our extension, we handle this situation by
automatically detecting surface elements that are coincident, then explicitly
initializing the surface element structure attributes (ObjectOutside) to point
the appropriate adjacent object. Figure 4.1 shows a graphic illustration of how
this “touching” of layers is accomplished. Both layer objects have two surface
elements: one on top and one on the bottom. When the two surface elements
are detected to be at the same location, their ObjectOuside are modified so








Figure 4.1: Illustration of how we handle layers “touching” each other.
4.2.2.2 Geometry checks
Any computer simulation involves calculation at a finite numerical pre-
cision. By implication, simulations containing an extremely large number of
geometric computations must correctly deal with surface locations in a man-
ner that is not subject to errors inherent in floating-point computation, such
as numerical round-off error. To this end, the manner in which interface lo-
cations are tested, and the manner in which a photon makes an interface
transition are quite carefully implemented in Pol-MC, and we also added ad-
ditional refinements to this mechanism. We have incorporated two safety
distances for geometry checks: PHOTON SAFETY DISTANCE is used for
securely moving the photon from one side of an interface to another, OB-
JECT SAFETY DISTANCE = 0.5·PHOTON SAFETY DISTANCE is used
for checking if a certain location is within the interior of an object, and this
modification is necessary in order to take correct consideration of surfaces that
touch each other, which might otherwise be treated as a geometry initializa-
tion error. For example, in Fig. 4.1, the surface elements that touch each other
occupy the same location in space, which is not due to geometry setup errors,
but is at the explicit request of the end-user.
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4.2.2.3 Detector implementation in Pol-MC simulation
In order to realistically simulate physical instruments, it is necessary
to correctly model various detection geometries; for example, detectors in the
simulation must behave analogously to collection optical fibers used in experi-
ments. The detector objects used in Pol-MC are fundamentally “box” objects
with special settings that allow the collection of photons with no further propa-
gation; that is, a detector is the end-point for any detected simulation photon.
Although at first this may seem simple, it should be noted that implicit to
every surface element participating in the Pol-MC simulation geometry is the
capability of accumulating full angular and polarization statistics on every
photon passing through the surface, and this capability is shared by the sur-
face elements defining the detector. Although many real-world detectors have
much more complicated geometries, such as the circular surfaces of optical
fibers, this simple detector implementation allows for computational simplic-
ity. We use both flat and tilted detectors in the present simulation. In order
to tilt a detector, i.e., to place a detector that isn’t perpendicular to the xy-
plane, the user explicitly specifies Euler rotation angles (α, β, γ) as part of the
detector specification in the input file. The specific angled detector used by
our simulation is tilted at 45◦ from the z-axis.
4.2.2.4 Mixture model
One of the most significant extensions we made to the Pol-MC program
is that of a scattering mixture-model. This model allows the arbitrary mixing
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of any number of component scatterer types, including even other mixture-
model scatterers. For example, to accurately model a distribution of nuclei
sizes in scattering tissue, the scatterer mixture would be adjusted to match the
size distribution function governing the scatterers. Similarly, a simpler case
with perhaps more immediate physical relevance to the present simulation in-
volves the mixture of a small amount of Rayleigh-type scattering associated
with the tissue matrix, with the Mie-regime scattering from the cell nuclei
in the various model layers. This type of scattering model may be especially
important for modeling precancers, since histologically the precancerous basal
layer begins with a mixture of scatterers associated with different cell types.
Further, the properties of each type of cell may be governed by a statistical
distribution. For example, one cell type may scatter analogously to a size dis-
tribution of spheres (with optical properties equivalent to normal cell nuclei),
and another cell type has a distribution representing abnormal nuclei with ap-
propriate sizes and other properties. The mixture model implemented here is a
piece-wise uniform distribution over a user defined number of scatterers, where
the probability of the participation is specified through its associated scatter-
ing coefficient µs. It will immediately be seen that any probability distribution
can be modeled to any desired degree of accuracy using this type of mixture,
simply by including enough components. Since µs =
∑N
i=1 µsi, where i is the
index of scatterer ranging from 1 to N , and µsi is the scattering coefficient of
the scatterer i, we can scale the scatterers with the random variable:





where X is the uniform random variable representing the probability that the
scatterer is of type k. Although our implementation of this extension to Pol-
MC is complete, we do not use this model in the simulations shown below,
and for this reason further discussion is beyond the scope of this study.
4.2.2.5 Parallel computing
The main drawback of Monte Carlo methods is that they are extremely
computationally intensive. However, it is natural to parallelize photon Monte
Carlo since each photon is independent from every other. Thus, photon Monte
Carlo can be run on as many separate processes occupying separate cores and
separate nodes in a cluster computer, the results of which are subsequently
combined. To implement this high degree of scalability, it is important to
make the properly initialize the random number generator; otherwise, running
many jobs concurrently may cause re-use of the same random number seed,
resulting in wasteful duplications. Naive initialization of the random seed is
often performed from the system time stamp or from the system process ID
number, either of which can be duplicated over a large number of processes
running on different nodes. In order to ensure that distinct seeds are used,
regardless of the number of independent processes, we modified Pol-MC so that
the seed initialization step used the system random device “/dev/urandom”;
this choice of initialization effectively reduces the probability that different
runs can accidentally use the same random number seed to zero.
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4.2.3 Analysis for the simulation outputs
For this type of simulation, two types of analysis are pertinent. First,
one may evaluate the experiments with which simulated variables correspond
to physical measurements. We refer to this type of analysis as “outside-the-
box”. Second, one can investigate variables that it is impossible to physically
measure with current technology. This “inside-the-box” output is possible be-
cause complete information about the history of each simulated photon path,
including all scattering and interface transitions that the photon has experi-
enced, is available. We will show that this “inside the box” information, when
correlated with the model geometry, provides important conclusions with re-
spect to instrument feasibility and can be used to guide the design of instru-
ments and data analysis algorithms.
4.2.3.1 “Outside-the-box” analyses
For “outside-the-box” analyses, our simulation is configured to deliver
variables analogous to those that would be measured by a given instrument.
The simulation can provide not only the light intensity collected by the fiber,
but also the entire set of Stoke’s parameters, which provide information rel-
evant to polarization sensitive detection. Physical property information such
as reflectance or transmittance can also be calculated. In order to obtain full
spectral information, the incident wavelength is varied, and the simulation
is repeated until the full wavelength range is obtained. Although “outside-
the-box” simulations are often less expensive than actually building the in-
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strumentation and conducting experiments, this is not always the case, and
the specifics must be judged carefully. The relative costs of running Monte
Carlo simulations, which can often be very computationally intensive must be
considered.
4.2.3.2 “Inside-the-box” analyses
A unique advantage of using Monte Carlo simulation is that it pro-
duces a complete list of photon traveling paths, i.e., the position, weight, and
polarization state of every photon at every step at every move through the
simulation geometry. This list of photon traveling record is not easily acces-
sible experimentally, if at all. It should be noted that with respect to effec-
tively using this type of information, it is perhaps even more important than
it normally is that the model parameters accurately represent what is being
simulated. For example, with respect to simulation of biological tissue specifi-
cally, although much information is available, almost as much still remains to
be discovered [38].
The signal-to-background ratio (SBR) of an instrument is an important
indicator of whether a given design is feasible. Here we give an example of how
comprehensive photon path information can be used to estimate the maximum
possible s/b achievable by an instrument. With respect to this analysis it must
be stressed that whether or not an instrument can actually achieve this s/b
depends on the specifics of the physical measurement; that is, whether or not
the signal can be physically discriminated from the noise. Here we define
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the signal as photons detected from a specific layer of tissue via scattering
processes. Noise is defined as all detected photons that are not signal. In
our analysis of the photon paths recorded, the collected photon packets are
classified into the following categories:
I Photons that passed above the basal/precancer layer;
II Photons that scattered once from the basal/precancer layer;
III Photons that scattered more than once with at least once from the basal/precancer
layer; Note that III and II are similar, but II is defined more strictly, and
is included in III. Both III and II are possibly considered “signal”.
IV Photons that passed below the basal/precancer layer.





where I is the total intensity, k is the index of the photon category, and Φk
is the surface fluence at the detector surface for all photons from category k,





where wi is the weight of photon i that hits the surface of the detector.







Following this definition, the volume fluence from our simulation can be cal-
culated as:
Φ(x, y, z) =
N∑
i=1
wi(x, y, z) [Watt] (4.6)
where wi(x, y, z) is the weight of the photon (with index i) at position (x, y, z).
Note that volume fluence is different from surface fluence defined in Eq. 4.4
by their spatial definitions, and with respect to volume fluence specifically, for
reasons of computational expedience, most Monte Carlo simulations accumu-
late this parameter only at photon scattering events, and this preferentially
scales the sum in 4.6 by a factor of µt. Keeping this latter in mind, this volume
fluence gives us a spatially-resolved volume to show where scattering occurs
most often. Combining Eq. 4.6 and the aforementioned photon categories, we
can visualize and compare the different categories of photons detected and see
where they were scattered from.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Simulation parameters
In our simulation, the geometry is set up as illustrated in Fig. 4.2.
A four-layer model is simulated: (1) epithelial layer, (2) thin basal layer or
precancer layer, (3) basement membrane, implemented as a thin transparent
layer, (4) stroma, implemented as a thick layer of scattering material. We also
have a collimated light source with photons entering the tissue perpendicular
to the surface. Two detectors are placed above the epithelium. The angle

















Figure 4.2: Illustration of the geometry in our simulation. Photons enter the
tissue from a collimated source. The tissue consists of four layers: epithelium,
basal/precancer layer, basement membrane, and stroma. These four layers
are infinite layers and they touch each other with no gaps in between. Two
detectors are placed above the epithelium with very small gaps. The angled
detector has a 45◦ angle with the epithelium, while the flat detector is aligned
with the surface of the epithelium. Note that a source layer is placed on top
of the epithelium layer both to provide some degree of index-matching and for
computational purposes.
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Table 4.1: Tissue layer thickness used in this study. Four sets of simulation
parameters are presented here.
thickness and radius (µm) Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
Source layer 10000 10000 10000 10000
Epithelium 250 250 230 190
Basal/precancer layer 20 20 40 80
Basement membrane 30 30 30 30
Stroma 1000 1000 1000 1000
Basal layer scatterer radius 6 (normal) 8 (abnormal) 8 (abnormal) 8 (abnormal)
with the surface of the epithelium.
In the simulation, the optical properties are defined in the input XML
files. The wavelength used is 633 nm and all simulation results shown (except-
ing the wavelength-series) are simulated with 1.28×109 photons. Tab. 4.4 and
Tab. 4.1 show some of the most important optical properties selected in this
study. These parameters are chosen carefully to match the values reported in
literature, on the conservative side [38]. The properties that we have used for
the stromal membrane are selected to be consistent with those of other bio-
logical membranes. Although these properties are plausible, we believe that
the specific properties of this membrane may be unknown.
4.3.2 Scattering event distribution
We generate the total fluence plots (as defined in Eq. 4.6 to check the
scattering distribution spatially. The total scaled fluence for Model 4 is shown
in Fig. 4.3(a). In the figure, we can interpret the intensity as the density
of scattering events in each location. The basal/precancer layer has a large
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number of scattering events both because it is closer to the source, and because
its scattering coefficient (µs) is 120 cm
−1, is slightly higher than that of the
epithelium which is 100 cm−1. The dark gap between the basal/precancer
layer and the stroma corresponds to the stromal membrane; with µs of zero,
the scaled fluence for this region is also zero. Finally, although we would
expect the stroma to have high scaled fluence because it is highly scattering
(µs = 150), it does not show high intensity in the figure; this is mostly because
there are less photons that enter the stroma.
With respect to the scattering intensity in the stroma, this idea is borne
out by comparison between the two models; if we compare Model 4 (Fig. 4.3(a))
with Model 2 (Fig. 4.3(b)), with all the parameters being the same except
the basal/precancer layer thickness, we find the scaled fluence in the stroma
much higher in Model 2 than in Model 4. This shows that because of the
thicker basal/precancer layer, and also due to the more complicated scattering
geometry, fewer photons are likely to penetrate through the basal/precancer
layer and enter the stroma in Model 4.
4.3.3 Studying detector angles
In order to study the specifics of detector geometries, we classified the
photon traveling paths and plotted the fluence plots only for photons that
are collected by a given detector. This method allows us to specifically eval-
uate the photons detected, which means it effectively allows us to analyze




Figure 4.3: Total fluence for Model 4 (Fig. 4.3(a)) and Model 2 (Fig. 4.3(b)).
Photons enter the tissue from the top. These volume fluence plots represent
the total spatial scattering density. The basal/precancer layers in both models
have high fluence and show a clear boundary between the epithelium and
basal/precancer layers. Stromal membranes do not scatter, so they have a
dark color in these figures. Stroma layers are also highly scattering, but the
intensity also depends on how many photons actually enter the layers. Since
Model 4 has a thick basal/precancer layer, fewer photons enter the stroma and
less scattering is indicated.
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tected photons. Fig. 4.4(a) and Fig. 4.4(b) are two examples of fluence plots
from detectors, one from the angled detector and one from the flat detector.
We see very clearly from both images that the photons form two beams: one
going into the tissue, and one scattered near the bottom of epithelium and
in the basal/precancer layer. We can also tell from these figures that the flu-
ence is always most significant where the two beams overlap. This means that
since the flat detector is placed right next to the source, its distance from the
incident beam is smaller, allowing more overlap between the beams. Since
the difference between these two fluence plots is largely caused by distances
between the detectors and the light source, it suggests that the rotated angle
of the detector is not as important a factor as the distance from the source.
We find this conclusion to be particularly interesting, as it is counter-intuitive
to analysis based strictly on ray-tracing considerations.
4.3.4 Detectors with collimation
Collimated light is light traveling in a nearly parallel direction. For a
source in a Monte Carlo simulation, which can be seen as a type of ray-optics
computation, a collimated source is often perfectly collimated, that is, it is
comprised of exactly parallel rays, with no divergence at all. This means that
any spread in the beam diameter with propagation is associated with either
scattering events, or with interface transitions.
In simulation, we can study the effects of collimation by adjusting the




Figure 4.4: Fluence for Model 1 with an angle-detector(Fig. 4.4(a)) and flat-
detector (Fig. 4.4(b)). This image shows the fluence associated with all
photons collected by a detector. The photons form two beams: one going
into the tissue, and one scattered from the bottom of epithelium and in the
basal/precancer layer. The fluence is always most significant when the two
beams overlap. This plot is for uncollimated detectors, which means all pho-
tons arriving at the detector are collected, regardless of their incident angle at
the detector surface.
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measurement, this selection is automatic due to the numerical aperture (NA)
of the physical detector. In Fig. 4.5(a) and Fig. 4.5(b), we show the fluence
plots of photons that scatter from the basal/precancer layer, detected by an
angle detector. In Fig. 4.5(a), we can clearly see many photons that have
scattering events right below the detector but not on the straight line path.
These scattered photon are eliminated in Fig. 4.5(b) with a collimated de-
tector. These results further confirm our speculation in Section 4.3.3 that if
detector collimation is not considered the detectors would perform similarly
regardless of rotation angles. However, when the detectors are collimated,
which here specifically means when we consider only photons with acceptance
angles with minimum acceptance cosine = 0.95, fewer photons are collected
by the detector, and further, photons that carry information not relevant to
the target layer are eliminated by the collimated detectors. This acceptance
cosine of 0.95 corresponds to NA = 0.35, which is within the range of optical
fibers.
4.3.5 SBR analysis
The SBR can be calculated by classifying the photon traveling paths
in order to determine if the signals collected by detectors were actually from
the region of interest. Here we present the SBR from an angle detector, with
the signal defined as photons scattering from the basal/precancer layer. From
Tab. 4.2 and Tab 4.3, we can see that SBR for collimated detectors are signifi-




Figure 4.5: Fluence for Model 1 with an uncollimated angle-
detector(Fig. 4.4(a)) and collimated angle-detector (Fig. 4.4(b)). These
images show the fluence caused by all the photons detected by a detector.
The collimated detector accepts photons that have acceptance cosine values
between 0.95 and 1, whereas the uncollimated detector accepts all photons
that hit the detector, regardless of acceptance cosine. These figures show that
collimated detectors eliminate many photons that scatter from the stroma
and other undesirable locations, and that they enhance the collection of
photons scattered from the basal/precancer layer. This acceptance cosine of
0.95 corresponds to NA = 0.35, which is within the range of optical fibers.115
Table 4.2: SBR calculation for an angle detector: collimated (minAcceptance-
Cosine: 0.95). All four models are used here.
Epithelium Basal Stroma SBR
Model 1 8986 33158 1746 3.09
Model 2 636 7007 1192 3.83
Model 3 558 13459 1156 7.85
Model 4 385 23491 1003 16.92
This result agrees with the results in Section 4.3.4 that collimated detectors
remove unwanted noise associated with excessive scattering from outside the
region of interest.
Also, in Tab. 4.2 and Tab. 4.3, we see that the thickness of the tar-
get layer (in this case, basal/precancer layer) dominates SBR. Model 4 has
the thickest basal/precancer layer of 80 µm, while that of Model 1 and 2 is
20, and Model 3 is 40. An additional factor for SBR may be related to the
scatterer size. The difference between Models 1 and 2 is the scatterer size of
their basal/precancer layers. Model 2 has an abnormal scatterer size of 8 µm,
while Model 1 is 6. However, due to the combined interactions of increas-
ing basal/precancer layer thickness, and increasing scatterer size, which are
present in these simulations, the isolated effect of either factor alone cannot
be determined without further simulations.
4.3.6 Wavelength series analysis
By varying the wavelength in the simulation, and running multiple
simulation runs, a full spectrum can be calculated. This corresponds to what
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Table 4.3: SBR calculation for an angle detector: uncollimated (minAccep-
tanceCosine: 0.0). All four models are used here.
Epithelium Basal Stroma SBR
Model 1 163053 51622 43415 0.25
Model 2 111217 21343 25490 0.16
Model 3 110727 42719 23006 0.32
Model 4 108527 87431 19167 0.68
we refer to as a “physical simulation” in the preceding discussion: that is, it
simulates what could actually be measured by an instrument. The simulated
spectra are shown in Fig. 4.3.6 with both flat and angle detectors of Model 1
and Model 3. The wavelength range is 500–700 nm, and 10 spectral points are
simulated in this range, which results in a resolution of 20 nm. Although there
are “ripples” in these spectra, which may be caused by Mie scattering effects;
we find it unlikely that these spectra are representative of physical spectra from
biological tissue. It seems likely that this type of ripple effect would usually be
are “washed out” through the combined action of different sizes of scatterers
and multiple scattering effects. For this reason, our implementation of the
scattering mixture model may be particularly relevant to future simulation
work.
We notice that in the angle-detector spectra, the photon counts are
significantly lower than those for flat-detectors. This is predominantly due
to the fact that the angle-detectors are further away from the source. The
low number of photons used to generate these spectra make us skeptical of
the correctness of these plots. However, it may not be practical, at least in
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this study, to simply increase the number of photons used in the simulation
until the spectra are fully resolved. Note that these simulations are extremely
intensive in terms of computational time. Each wavelength takes 109 photons,
which means having 10 points in a spectrum takes 10 × 109 photons, which
is very time consuming. At present, it appears that using the Monte Carlo
technique to run full spectral simulations with any but the simplest source and
detector configurations (i.e. even simpler than those used here) is essentially
unfeasible.
4.4 Discussion and conclusion
Tissue optics has demonstrated its potential in recent years, and var-
ious experimental instrument designs have been developed to non-invasively
measure signals specific to precancer diagnosis. However, whether the instru-
ment is actually specifically probing the desired signal or not has remained an
open question. Researchers indirectly measure instrument parameters such as
depth sensitivity, but there is no standard metric to use in instrument design.
This fact is particularly evident when considering complex photon path behav-
ior in scattering media, where it is not at all evident that considerations based
on simple ray-optics estimates, or analogous measurement, are applicable.
Pol-MC is a tool that provides additional, highly valuable information
relating to the history of the photon traveling paths, including polarization.
For example, by classifying photon paths into various categorize it is possible






Figure 4.6: Simulated spectra for Model 1: angle-(Fig. 4.6(a)) and
flat-detectors(Fig. 4.6(b)), and Model 3: angle-(Fig. 4.6(c)) and flat-
detectors(Fig. 4.6(d)). The wavelength range is 500–700 nm, and 10 spectral
points are simulated in this range, which results in a resolution of 20 nm.
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associated concept of the SBR allows us to evaluate whether a given source
/ detector configuration is collecting from the region of interest. All of this
information has great potential to offer investigators a way to understand the
full degree of interaction of light with biological tissue, and in addition it
offers a standard tool to evaluate multiple objectives in instrument design.
Furthermore, as most of the widely-used Monte Carlo simulations use the un-
polarized Henyey-Greenstein phase function as the scattering angle sampling
mechanism, Pol-MC offers a much more realistic model for scattering, includ-
ing higher order Mie scattering, with full polarization information.
Our study of comparing angle- and flat-detectors shows that for un-
collimated detectors, the rotation angle of the detector has little effect on the
collection efficiency. However, by adjusting the acceptance angle for photon
incidence, a collimated detector can be simulated. Specifically, when the mini-
mum acceptance cosine at the detector has a value of 0.95, the angled-detector
is able to eliminate a large fraction of the photons that are scattered from lo-
cations outside the region of interest. The results from SBR confirmed this:
the collimated detector has a SBR that is much higher than that of the uncol-
limated detector. This observation is in correspondence to physical intuition,
as angled detectors aim at the region overlapping with source illumination
[127]; however, there are fine details of the behavior that are counter-intuitive
to expectations based solely on a ray-optics analysis.
In our wavelength series analysis, we were able to simulate a series of
wavelengths in the range 500–700 nm. However, comparing the spectra from
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flat- and angle-detectors, it seems very likely that the spectra from angle-
detectors are exhibiting variations which have much more to do with the small
photon number contributing to the spectra than to actual spectral features
which may be present. Since collimated angle-detectors provide very good
SBR, this type of detector does eliminates many unwanted photons, and this
effect in terms of noise reduction is a reliable result. Nonetheless, this elim-
ination of undesired photons has significant drawbacks in terms of the com-
putational resources actually required to effectively simulate these detectors,
in order to achieve the same level of signal strength as uncollimated or flat
detectors. From Tab. 4.3, we can find that approximately half of the photons
of uncollimated detectors are eliminated when we collimate the detector. This
implies that we may need twice as many photons at the detector, which means
more than 10 times in the simulation, for angle-detectors to achieve the same
signal strength to get a reasonable spectrum. As the wavelength series anal-
ysis is already very computationally expensive, this raises a potential concern
for the feasibility of Monte Carlo technique in general to provide spectra with
good quality, even for this simple simulation geometry.
There are two random factors that we want to consider in the simula-
tion. One is the variance of scatterers, and the other is inter-patient variance.
We have briefly discussed the mixture model we contributed to Pol-MC (Sec-
tion 4.2.2.4). This mixture model is not investigated in this chapter because it
is not in the scope of the preliminary part of this study that we have discussed.
However, the mixture model brings in another random variable to model the
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variance of scatterers. With the use of a model, it will be possible to simulate
more than one type of scatterer mixed in an object, which is closer to real-
ity. It will immediately be seen that issues relating to inter-patient variance
are significantly more complicated than a simple physical technique such as a
mixture model. However, if we extend the stochastic formalism of which the
Monte Carlo technique is an example to its full conclusion, it is possible that
even a factor such as inter-patient variance could be included in the simula-
tion as simply another random variable. In this case, the simulation would
generate a “population” of measurements, which would further facilitate the
development of diagnostic algorithms.
The simulation tool we present can be extended to consider various
modalities. Considering its ability to provide information such as polarization
states of the photon, it can be used to study effects caused by changes of optical
properties. Our analyses provide a platform for comparing optical property
changes: fluence plots and SBR can be used as metrics to study changes of
optical parameters. This “virtual probe design” tool may guide future clinical














































































































































































































































































Optical spectroscopy is a technology that has high clinical potential
for the detection of epithelial cancers. This dissertation extends previous in-
strumentation design studies, and focuses on the signals measured by these
instruments. We answered some important questions in the field; for exam-
ple, how these signals can be interpreted and processed in a clinically relevant
manner, and how simulation can help improve the instrumentation design.
In Chapter 2 , we report the results of a pilot clinical trial carried
out to detect early precancer and cancer in an oral cavity using optical po-
larized reflectance spectroscopy (OPRS). The epithelial cell nuclear sizes and
ten spectral features were extracted for classification of their diagnostic cat-
egories. The ten features consist of two features extracted from each of the
five spectral types: average intensity, and spectral intensity from a single,
most discriminatory wavelength. Our results suggest two findings: First, a
combination of features is needed for better performance in diagnostic classifi-
cations. Second, the diagnostic category “Benign” can be distinguished from
severe dysplasia, which is one of the most clinically challenging classification
tasks. These promising results demonstrated the ability of OPRS to augment
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current clinical practice for diagnosis and monitoring of oral premalignancies
and malignancies.
A novel algorithm is developed to extract features from optical spec-
troscopy in a more efficient manner (Chapter 3). We present an approach
to adaptively adjust the spectral window sizes for optical spectra feature ex-
traction. This adaptive windowing technique ensures the signal linearity in
defined windows; hence, the adaptive windowing technique retains more diag-
nostic information while using fewer windows. This method was tested on a
dataset of diffuse reflectance spectra of oral mucosa lesions. While adaptive
and fixed size windowing enable similar classification accuracy, adaptive win-
dowing utilizes significantly fewer windows than fixed sized windows. Since
adaptive windows retain most diagnostic information while reducing the num-
ber of windows needed for feature extraction, our results suggest that it is
useful for data compression in optical spectra feature extraction.
A simulation is developed to aid in the design of diagnostic instrumenta-
tion (Chapter 4). This study includes Mie scattering and polarization in Monte
Carlo simulation, and it investigates the signal-to-noise ratio and fluence plots
of a flat- and an angled-detector. This simulation is a novel application utiliz-
ing computational techniques to gain information from “inside-the-box” that
is unavailable in the real world. The results show that this Monte Carlo simu-
lation can be a useful tool to study where the collected photons are scattered
from, and the signal-to-noise ratio provides a metric to evaluate the accuracy
of the instrumentation. This study lays the groundwork for “virtual probe
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design, ” which has the potential to become the standard tool to guide design
of optical instrumentation.
Future research could build upon this dissertation in several directions.
For example, the Monte Carlo program could be modified to accommodate
changes to tissue geometry, so it will be able to model arbitrary geometries.
Because of the current limitations of Pol-MC, it is difficult to make it flexi-
ble. A better design of the code structure is desired to model various tissue
geometries extensively. It will also be interesting to investigate the relation-
ship between spectral features and Monte Carlo for virtual instrumentation
design. If designed correctly, this could lead to optimization of instrumen-
tation such that it collects spectra featuring specific spectral patterns, which
makes spectral signal processing and pattern recognition easier. Furthermore,
the Monte Carlo method can be studied extensively across a wide range of tis-
sue properties with a mixture model. The implementation of mixture model
is introduced in this dissertation, however, since it is extremely expensive in
computational resources, the mixture model is not investigated thoroughly.
To achieve that, we need either more computing resources, or we need to en-
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